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Religious Polemics and Two Sixteenth Century English Editions of Erasmus's

Enchiridion Militis Christiani, 1545-1561

Douglas H. Parker

In an article published in the winter of 1972 in Erasmus in English I attempted to show

how the first English translation of Erasmus's Enchiridion Militis Christiani became a con-

venient tool for English propagandists and was used by them to advance the cause of Pro-

testantism in England between 1533 and 1576. The following is a resume of that argument.

The Latin text of the Enchiridion was first translated into English in the early 1520s by

William Tyndale.^ It was probably this translation that was published by Wynkyn deWorde.

for John Byddell in November 15 3 3.^ A heavily revised version of this 153 3 Enghsh text

was published only three months later in February 15 34.^ The 15 34 edition is a remarkably

close translation of Erasmus's Latin text and deviates from it in no significant way.^ It re-

flects in total Erasmus's emphasis in the Latin text on the philosophia Christi, evangelical

pietism, the ethics of the New Testament and the call for unity and tolerance among all

Christians. It also manages to capture the tone of the original - at once both hortatory

and bitingly irreverent. According to Erasmus's own definition the Enchiridion was in no

way heterodox.^ It criticized existing institutions and practices in the Catholic Church

such as monasticism and unnecessary religious ceremonials or jewishness but never once

took issue with matters of faith or established dogma. The 1534 English edition of the

Enchiridion is faithful to Erasmus's original intentions and designs for the work. However,

what I tried to show in Erasmus in English was that the editions of this first translation

after 15 34 purposely and seriously distorted the content of the Enchiridion in order to

make it fit and corroborate the changes that were taking place in the protean English

Church. In the 15 38 edition for example,^ references to the word pope are altered to the

more restrictive phrase 'bishop of Rome.' This alteration is clearly meant to give substance

and support to the Act of Supremacy's withdrawal of universal power in spiritual matters

from the Roman See. In the 1541 edition of this first translation alterations are carried a

step further. References to the bishop of Rome are sometimes accompanied by slanderous

parenthetical statements about the pope, and many references to monks and monasteries

found in 1534 are either deleted altogether or changed to more innocuous words or

phrases. This latter alteration corroborates the rubrics of the Act of Dissolution which, as

Dickens points out, were all but completed by 1540.^ These changes are retained in the

two editions of this English translation published in 1544, the one edition of 1548 and

the two editions of the 1550s. The final edition of this first translation published in 1576

adds even more to this pattern. Erasmus's references to the Mass, faithfully retained in the

1534 edition, are altered to the more Protestant phrase 'communion service' in 1576. In

general what becomes apparent in these editions of the first translation from 15 33 to

1576 is the deliberate and willful manipulation of material to suit political and religious

ends. Ironically, a work written by a devout if critical Roman Catholic becomes, in the

hands of ardent anti-Catholics, a tract made to corroborate the establishment of a na-

tional English Church which has purged itself of all vestiges of papistry.^

In this paper I will try to show the fate of the Enchiridion as manifested in two other
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translations and editions of the work published in the sixteenth century. What one notices

in these translations is a pattern consistent with the one outlined above. Both of these

translations come out in support of various hues of Protestantism against Catholicism and

as such distort the intentions and designs of the original.

Coverdaie's abridgement of the "Enchiridion"

In May 1545 Adam Anonimus, that is, Steven Mierdman,"^ published at Antwerp Miles

Coverdaie's abridgement of Tyndale's translation of the Enchiridion entitled A shone

Recapitulation or abridgement of Erasmus Enchiridion.^'^ The popularity of Tyndale's

translation, particularly in the 1540s, must have contributed to Coverdaie's decision to

abridge the work. In this decade the Enchiridion appeared first in 1541, twice in 1544,

once in 1548, and as Devereux points out, once probably in 1547 although this latter edi-

tion has not survived.' ' Coverdale would have realized that the Enchiridion had a wide

popularity and reading public and doubtless felt that an abridgement would be just as well

received if not more so than the original lengthy translation.'^

That it should have been Coverdale who chose to abridge Tyndale's translation is not

surprising. From the very first his inclinations seemed to be strongly Erasmian. His asso-

ciations with the early English Erasmians such as Robert Barnes and the group of Cam-

bridge reformers who congregated at the White Horse attest to his Erasmian affiliations.'^

So also does his Biblical scholarship which places him squarely in the Erasmian tradition

of dedication to and propagation of the true source of Christianity. That he knew Eras-

mus's writings and drew his inspiration largely from them is shown in more than one in-

stance. In The Acts and Monuments Foxe records the recantation of one Thomas Topley

an Augustinian friar who was brought before Cuthbert Tunstal in 1528. According to

Foxe:

This Thomas Topley had been converted before by one Richard Foxe, priest of Bum-

stead, and Miles Coverdale, insomuch that he, being induced partly by them, partly by

reading certain books, cast off both his order and habit and went like a secular priest.''*

At the beginning of his recantation, Topley warns "all christen men" to beware of con-

senting to Erasmus's Fables, "for by consenting to them, they have caused me to shrink

in my faith ..." Later it is pointed out that Topley:

in the Lent past, as he was walking in the field at Bumstead with sir Miles Coverdale, late

friar of the same order, going in the habit of a secular priest, who had preached the fourth

Sunday in Lent at Bumstead, they did commune together of Erasmus's works ....'^

This excerpt seems to attest to Coverdaie's knowledge of at least some of Erasmus's writ-

ings. Also in a letter dated 20 February 1545 and addressed to Conrad Hubert, Coverdale

refers to the earlier "sickness of our dear friend Erasmus."'^ And in his Ghostly Psalms

and Spiritual Songs (15 39?)'^ one hears through Coverdale another echo of that central

and influential passage from Erasmus's Paraclesis.^'^ In his preface to the reader Coverdale

states:

Yea, would God that our minstrels had none other thing to play upon, neither our car-

ters and ploughmen other thing to whistle upon, save psalms, hymns, and such godly
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songs as David is occupied withal. And if women, sitting at their rocks, or spinning at

the wheels, had none such other songs to pass their time withal, than such as Moses' sis-

ter, Glehana's wife ... have sung before them, they should be better occupied than with

hey nony nony hey troly holy, and such like phantasies.^*^

Coverdale's close associations with the translator would have given him an added reason

for producing a shortened version of the Enchiridion. Both Tyndale and Coverdale were

ardent English reformers who were forced to escape to the continent when the wave of

conservatism struck at home. Both were influential members of the Protestant reforming

party and shared many similar beliefs. But most importantly, both possessed a burning de-

votion to the cause of Biblical scholarship and translation. It was Coverdale who helped

Tyndale with his work on the translation of the Pentateuch. Foxe states that

Master Coverdale tarried for [Tyndale], and helped him in the translating of the whole

five books of Moses, from Easter till December, in the house of a worshipful widow.

Mistress Margaret Van Emmerson, A.D. 1529.^'

Generally, Coverdale's writings are strongly Erasmian in tone. An exception to this is his

controversial and often vituperative Confutation of the Treatise ofJohn Standish (1540)^^

and also certain passages in his writings where his hatred of the Roman Church often gets

the better of him as in The Defence of a Certain Poor Man (1545).^^ Most of the time how-

ever, Coverdale's Protestantism is characterized by a strong degree of moderation and his

works are, for the most part, spiritually instructive in nature rather than polemical. Indeed,

by virtue of Coverdale's prudent selectivity, his rendering of the Enchiridion is even less

controversial than Tyndale's accurate translation of the Latin text.

In general, Coverdale's abridgement emphasizes only the original's positive proposals,

popularly known as the philosophia Christi. Many attempts are made to steer clear of in-

flammatory or contentious material. Erasmus's virulent attacks on clerical and monastic

abuses and the excesses of scholasticism, faithfully rendered in the Tyndale translation

are, if not entirely omitted, at least played down or passed over quickly by Coverdale. As

well as emphasizing Erasmus's positive policy, Coverdale's interest in the text is on the sus-

tained metaphor of the Christian knight. This recurring motif often gets lost in the Latin

and in Tyndale's translation principally because of the long and numerous explanatory

passages and digressions. In short, while capturing the essence of the true Christian life as

outlined in the Enchiridion, Coverdale sacrifices by omission its spirit and tone and con-

tributes to the de-personalization of the work, much of whose original popularity lay in

its articulation of abuses and its biting attacks as in its more rational and tranquil positive

proposals for a true Christian life.

Coverdale's intentions to assert Erasmianism and emphasize the metaphor of the Chris-

tian knight are evident right from the beginning of the abridgement. The title page con-

tains two Biblical excerpts not found in the original translation. These are clearly meant

to serve as an introduction to the leit-motif of the Christian knight. The first is from Paul's

second Epistle to Timothy: "Suffer afflitions as goode and feathfull sowdyars of lesu

Christ." The second is from the Book of Job, chapter 7: "Syeng the lyffe of man, ys but

A battell or werfare apon the earthe." Two more Scriptural passages replace the poem

written by Byddell to the reader in the Tyndale translation. One is from Paul's Epistle to

the Ephesians, chapter 6:
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Be stronge in the lorde, and in the power of his myght. And put on the armoure of God,

that ye maye stande stedfaste, agaynste the crafty assautes of the deuyll. For ye must

not wrestelle against fleshe and bloude: But against rule, against power, and worldly

rulers of the darkness of the world, against spretual wickednes, for heavenly thynges.

The second passage is from Paul's second Epistle to the Corinthians, chapter 10:

Let not your weapons pertayning to thys battaylle, be carnal thynges, but myehty in

God, able to caste downe strong holdes, and auer throwe the ymaginacion of man, and

euery hie thyng that exalteth yt selfe against the knowledge of God. And bring into cap-

tiuite, al vnderstanding to the obedience of Christe oure lorde and God.

It is clear from these citations in which direction Coverdale will move through the text.

His emphasis here is solely on the Christian knight, the adversity he will meet and the

weapons with which he is to arm himself in this life. Not content to allow the ambiva-

lence of the word "Enchiridion" to explain itself and unwilling to trust the explanation

to the clumsiness of the printer's poem he returns ad fontes for his texts to that strong-

hold of Protestant theology, the Bible.

The Tyndale translation begins by articulating Erasmus's own adversities and troubles

and continues in the tone of a general apology for the work coupled with an attack on its

detractors. The personal nature of his own adversities is mentioned by Erasmus; seen in

the light of his own problems even the troubled Ulysses might consider himself as fortu-

nate as Policrates. One would not expect an abridgement written twenty-seven years after

the original to contain such personal material. Coverdale alters this section and attempts

to make it more objective in tone. He mentions that all must suffer and experience adver-

sity and be willing to tolerate it. The same pattern continues throughout the two prefaces.

Where Tyndale captures Erasmus's feelings of annoyance with those divines who have

scorned his "lytle boke, as nothing erudite and clerkly" and then shows how "Dunces

questyons" have nothing to do with true godliness and the needs of the common people,

Coverdale omits the former apology and disinterestedly states that the "best teachers" are

those who avoid "the tediousnesse of huge and great volumes."

Coverdale's desire to avoid Erasmus's prolonged attacks and to concentrate only on the

core of the philosophia Christi and the Christian knight motif is evident in his omission of

Erasmus's indictment of the Schoolmen. Erasmus takes the opportunity to attack scholas-

tic disputation. The following passage is characteristic of the length of his digressions and

their biting tone. Nothing quite so sustained or vituperative is evident in Coverdale's text:

But what thinke you shulde come of it / if to suche of the Turks that shall be ouercomen

(for I do not suppose that they shall all be kylled with weapons) we shall lay the werkes

of Occam / Durandus / Duns / Gabriell / Aluaros / or any such schole men, for thentent

to bring them in mynde to take Christes profession vpon them? what shall they ymagyn

and thynke in their myndes (for surely euen they, though they be naught els, are men
and haue wyt and reasone) whan they shall here those thorny and combrous inextricable

subtyll ymagynacions of instantes / of formalytes / of quiddites / of relacion: namely

whan they shall se these great doctours and teachers of religyon and holyness so farre

disagreyng / and of so sondry opinyons amonge them selfe that often tymes they dispute

and reason so longe one with another / vntyll they chaunge colour, and be pale / and
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reuyle one another spytting eche at other and fynally dealynge buffettes and blowes

eche to other, whan they shall se the blacke frères fyght and skolde for their Thomas /

and than the gray frères matched with them, defendyng on the other partye their sub-

tyleand feruent bote doctours which they call seraphicos /some spekyng as reals, some

as nominals.

Perhaps one's initial feelings after reading such a passage is to admire Coverdale's discrimi-

nating omissions as the mark of a more rational and controlled mind, and conversely to

castigate Erasmus for his lack of restraint and control. And yet one must recall that the

events of 1518 were much different than those of 1545. By the latter date the dangers of

scholasticism, for example, were no longer such a serious threat to the simplicity of the

Christian message. Such was not the case in 1518. It is reasonably safe to say that Eras-

mus's fear of scholasticism, with which he was preoccupied for most of his life, was in any

case valid, and even though he occasionally descends to the lowest sort of attack, he does

so with a real apprehension for the simple Christian and the general unity of Christendom.

At the same time, although Coverdale's abridgement contents itself with distilling the es-

sence of Erasmianism from the Tyndale rendering, the omission of these more satiric,

biting, and perhaps by 1545, antiquated passages, results in a less spirited and somewhat

more emasculated tract than the Tyndale text.

Coverdale becomes more at home when Erasmus begins to express the most positive as-

pects of his philosophy. For example, Erasmus's discussion of the corruptness of the world

and the security of referring all things to Christ is briefly but faithfully summarized by

Coverdale. So also is the Old Testament text of the Philistines' pollution of Jacob's wells

and the updating of the text to include contemporary philistines who lead men astray by

polluting the sacred texts with their perverse interpretations. However, some significant

excisions occur in the text which reflect both the political and religious situation in the

1540s as well as Coverdale's own Protestant leanings. While content to seek out Erasmus's

metaphor of the Christian knight, Coverdale boldly ignores two other important metaphors

that Erasmus employs. The first is the concentric circles metaphor which Erasmus uses to

describe the outlines of an ideal Christocentric society. Christ is the centre of the circles.

In the first circle are the spiritual members of the Roman Catholic hierarchy; in the second

are princes and civil rulers and in the third are all the common people. England's political

and religious bias is shown by the discarding of this metaphor. No mention is made by Co-

verdale of the first circle inhabited by the spirityal hierarchy. Not only are papists a force

to contend with and excluded from the ranks of Christian knighthood, they are seen else-

where by Coverdale as "the stout sturdy souldiers of Satan." Very brief mention is given

to the duties of bishopsand priests. When they are mentioned they are seen as subservient

to the prince. Coverdale's emphasis in this section of the work is on the Christian Prince as

the supreme head of the Church. Such an alteration of the original helps to transform the

work into a decidedly Protestant tract.

The other important excision in Erasmus's preface is the image of the ideal Christian

commonwealth as analogous to a monastic community. Erasmus questions the validity of

monasticism and states that the true Christian community is not unlike a large monastery

in which the monastic vows invented by men play a minor role next to the highest vow

which every Christian takes at Baptism. By moving Christianity outside the walls of a

monastery, Erasmus shows his concern for the inculcation of a true Christian laicism in
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which all men might take an active part. Coverdale's abridgement of this section is faithful

to the spirit of the original and especially to the view of all society as a Christian unit. But

it is significant that he omits all references to the image of the monastery which is Eras-

mus's point of comparison and contrast to society. In 1518 and up to 1540 Erasmus's

simile would have had some basis in fact. But by 1545 any reference to monasticism

would be little more than an anachronism and an allusion to an alien and defunct institu-

tion.

The most notable characteristic of Coverdale's abridgement of the text itself is its selec-

tivity. The total number of pages of the abridged text is sixty-two or about one quarter of

the length of Tyndale's translation. In his summary of the text Coverdale again shows his

devotion to the task of outlining the philosophia Christi and tracing the metaphor of the

Christian knight. He scrupulously sticks to this and omits Erasmus's long and frequent ex-

planatory passages almost to the letter. His side-notes, unhke the majority of Tyndale's,

are closer to the Latin in terms of length. Unlike Tyndale, he keeps them brief and concise

and does not turn a side-note into an explanatory passage in its own right. Erasmus's Old

Testament glosses and allegorical interpretations are, in almost all cases, omitted by Cover-

dale. A few New Testament references are retained but these are kept to a minimum. Eras-

mus's Christian humanism which displays itself in the wide variety of pagan and classical

references which he brings to the services of Christianity are, in almost all instances, deleted

by Coverdale. So also are most references to monks, monasteries, the Mass, the pope and

anything else that might conjure up the image of the papal anti-Christ. What one is left with

is a work completely in harmony with Protestant doctrine and devoid of much of Erasmus's

spirit and personality.

A fine example of Coverdale's selectivity and his indebtedness to Tyndale's prose style

can be seen by examining a part of his text. The Tyndale rendering of chapter 13 for ex-

ample runs to almost fifty-seven pages of black letter type. Coverdale's abridgement of

this chapter is scarcely more than three pages. It reads in part:

1. The fifth rule is, that we counte it parfite godly nesse, alwaye to applie our selues to

ascende from thinges visible to tbinges inuisible. 2. Whiche yf we do not: then are we

no true honourers ofgod, but playne supersticious. 3. And yet beyng straungers in this

visible world, what soeuer offreth it selfe to our sensible powers, we considering it, ought

to applie the same either to the world angelical, or els to maners, euen unto god, and to

the inuisible porcion of our selues. 4. And thus the thing that we perceaue bi our sen-

sible wites, shalbe unto vs an occasion of godlyness. 5. Yea by the light of this visible

Sonne we shal lerne, that great is the pleasure of the inhabitauntes of heauen, vpon

whom the eternall light of god is ever shyninge. 6. And like wise by the darck night,

we shal thynke how horrible it is, a soule to be destitute of the light of god: and that yf

the beautie of the body be pleasaunt, the beautie of the soule is much more honest.

7. For the lesse felyng we haue in thynges transitory and of the body, and the less we

are moued therwith, the more swetnesse we fynd in tbinges perteyning to sprete, and

the better are we aquainted with thinges eternall: to the loue whereof we ought to ar-

rise from thinges temporal, and in comparison of the other euen to despyse them, and

more to fear the disease, poyson and death of the soule ....

This section from Coverdale's abridgement occupies about one and a half pages of text.
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The corresponding section of Tyndale's translation covers about eleven pages. Sentences

1 and 2 cover about one half page of development in Erasmus and Tyndale. Between sen-

tences 3 and 4 Tyndale includes one page of explanations by drawing analogies between

the visible world and the invisible world. Sentences 5 and 6 are expanded into a discussion

of about one and a half pages and sentence 7 comprises about three pages of examples and

further explanations. Coverdale's method is to take a topic sentence which introduces a

concept and then follow it up quickly with a concluding statement. In order to do this,

much linking and explanatory material is discarded and often it is difficult to recognize a

logical progression from one statement to the next. The latter is exemplified in sentences

2 and 3. The opening of sentence 3 - "And yet beyng straungers ..." - enters the picture

rather jarringly and does not seem to follow logically from the preceding thought. Cover-

dale overcomes this difficulty in part at least by using words which create an impression

of continuity. The beginnings of sentences 3, 4, 6, and 7 demonstrate this. Coverdale in-

troduces artificial connectives to create a sense of continuity: "And yet," "And thus,"

"And like wise," and "For." The same lack of continuity often occurs in the Latin and

Tyndale's translation but for the opposite reason. Frequently the drift of an argument is

lost in the complexity and length of the explanation and examples.

For his choice of expression Coverdale is greatly indebted to Tyndale's work. In the

above passage I have italicized words and phrases that are drawn directly from Tyndale's

translation. In addition to these numerous direct borrowings, one finds a great number of

close paraphrases and identical words and phrases used in a different syntax. On the other

hand, for the sake of economy Coverdale cuts out a good deal of Tyndale's doublings and

passes up opportunities to include such typically Tyndalian sentences as:

The sonne gothe downe, aryseth / rageth in heate / is temperate / quyckeneth / bryngeth

forth / maketh type / draweth to hym / maketh subtyle and thynne / purgeth / hardeneth

/ moUyfyeth / illumyneth / clereth / cheryssheth, and comforteth.

Coverdale also misses much of the sheer tangible expressiveness of Tyndale's prose. For ex-

ample:

For in the stede of tentes and pauylyons, we tumble and waiter in our beddes: and in the

stede of sallets and harde armure, we be crowned with roses and fresshe floures, bathed

in damasks and rose waters / smoked in pommaunders and with musk balles / chaungyng

poyntes of warre with ryot and ydelnes / and'in the stede of wepons belongyng to the

warre we handle and take vnto vs the vnhardy harpe / as who say, this peace were not of

all warres the moost shamefull.

In conclusion, Coverdale's precis sacrifices a good deal of what is both typically Erasmian

and Tyndalian. Most of Erasmus's delineations of abuses in the tradition Church are omit-

ted; words, phrases and references to the Roman Church which serve as a vindication of

Erasmus's orthodoxy are deleted; Erasmus's humanism, his love of the classics, and his tre-

mendous indebtedness to both Old and New Testament in the Enchiridion are undercut

through excision. Similarly, while deeply indebted to Tyndale as a source, Coverdale neg-

lects a good deal of the work's original vigour so admirably captured by Tyndale, and much

that is characteristic of Tyndale's style is sacrificed for the sake of economy. Although one

cannot doubt the sincerity of Coverdale's motives in abridging the work, nevertheless to
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read only this shortened version is to wonder how the English Enchiridion attained such a

widespread popularity and influence.

John Gough and the 1561 edition of the "Enchiridion"

In 1561 William Seres published John Cough's /I Godly Boke wherein is contayned cer-

tayne fruitéfull, godlye, and necessarye Rules, to be exercised and put in practice by all

Christes Souldiers lyuynge in the campe of this worlde.^^ The Short-Title Catalogue re-

cords only two published works by Gough: the first isy4 Godly Boke, a translation of

Erasmus's Enchiridion, and the second, published in 1570 by John Awdeley, is The Aun-

swer oflohn Gough Preacher, To Maister Fecknams Obiections, against his Sermon lately

preached in the Tower of London?^

Very little biographical material is available on Gough and that which can be found is at

best sketchy and roughly drawn?^ He was ordained deacon by Edmund Grindal, Bishop of

London, on 14 January 1559-60. On November 15 he was admitted rector of Saint Peter

Cornhill, London. In 1576 he was deprived of this rectorship for nonconformity. Although

most of Gough 's life and activities are a blank, we are fortunate in being able to reconstruct

his religious convictions from his polemical A wwsiD^r to John Feckenham. At the beginning

of this tract Gough mentions that on January 15, 1570 he preached a sermon in the Tower

of London in the presence of "Doctour watson, sometime bishop of Lyncolne, and Master

Fecknam, sometime also Abbot of Westminister." According to Bishop Cox, Feckenham

was "a gentle person, but in popish religion too, too obdurate."^^ Feckenham's adherence

to the religion of Rome resulted in his four main objections to Cough's sermons. In his

Aunswer, Cough sums up the abbot's objections:

where I affirmed, that it was impossible to keepe the law of God, he hath taken vpon

him to affirme the contrarie, vz. That it is possible, and that it lyeth in mans power, to

observe and keepe them. Secondly, where I taught, that we be justified by faith onely:

he denieth the same, and therewyth teacheth justification by workes. Thirdly, where I

denied the inuocation of Saintes: he affirmeth the contrary. And fourthly and lastly,

where as I affirmed, that all sinnes are deadly: he teacheth the contrary. Aduouching

that there be some veniall sinnes, and therefore concludeth that all are not deadly.

Such a statement which defends the view of man's basic depravity and justification by

faith alone and declaims against the invocation of saints places Cough squarely in the Pro-

testant camp. Moreover, his deprivation for nonconformity in 1567 brands him as one of

the more extreme and radical elements in the English reformed Church. His hatred of any-

thing remotely connected with the Roman Church is clearly evident in his preface to the

Aunswer. Addressing Master Pellam, the Lieutenant of the Tower, to whom the work is

dedicated he states:

Having therefore now finished this my aunswer and defence of my doctrine aforesayd:

thought it good to dedicate the same to your worship, that you with the rest of Cods

Children, may be the better setled and grounded in this wholsome and sound doctrine

of God his glorious Gospell. And the other, whose eyes are not yet opened, Cod may

in his great mercies hereby remove the mistes of the false and corrupt doctrine of the

Papistes, from the same.
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Gough not only sees papistry as intrinsically evil for all true Christians, but also, given

contemporary events, he recognizes it as having detrimental effects on the Protestant es-

tablishment under Elizabeth?^ In Feckenham's objections to Cough's sermon, the papist

has deliberately wrested Scripture and the Fathers to vindicate and defend an institution

which is under the direct patronage of Satan. In the Aunswer each of Feckenham's char-

ges is answered by Gough and supported by interminable Scriptural citations. After this

main section of the work Gough launches into a further attack on Roman Catholic doc-

trine. He begins by taking to task the Real Presence and Transubstantiation. Doubtless

Gough's mind is here fixed on the celebrated "Black Rubric" controversy.^^ He states:

But amongst other thinges in my Sermon (M. Facknam) hauing by meanes of Peters

wordes, to do with the liuing God, I found your dead bready God in your Sacrament

of the Aultar.

This criticism is followed by an attack on the doctrine of free will. The tract closes with

a brief statement on the misleading nature of vestments^*^ and an appeal to Feckenham

and his kind to turn to the true doctrine of Christ:

Cease therfore to bleare the eyes of the simple and vnlearned, wyth your gylted glister-

ing coppes, and geue place to the truth. Seeke rather lesus Christ, and the profit of his

church, then your owne estimation.

Although written some nine years earlier, Gough's A Godly Boke contains in essence all

of his strong Protestant beliefs that he stoutly defends against Roman Catholicism in his

Aunswer to Feckenham. A Godly Boke is divided into two parts. The second part is the

text of the Enchiridion itself and this section of the work is a controlled and even-tem-

pered summary of the Christian knight's progress to salvation. However, the first part is

a violent attack on the evils of the Catholic Church and an impassioned defence of Protes-

tantism. From this opening section of the work which replaces Erasmus's preface to Vol-

zius it is clear that Gough's intention is to use the Enchiridion as support for his more ex-

treme Protestant views against what he considered to be vestiges of papistry in the English

Church under Elizabeth. This prologue, which informs one's reading of the entire work, is

akin to his polemical Aunswer to Feckenham and transforms the Enchiridion into a docu-

ment devoted to the propagation of opinions which its author could never have abided. In

the prologue Gough states his Christian duty: he must produce an edition of the Enchiri-

dion because it contains the truth of "heauenly doctryne, so consonant and agreyngewyth

goddes booke, and so mete for thuse of all estates, and sortes of people (beynge christians)

...." Like all devoted preachers of the time Gough attempts to outline for the elect the

straight and narrow path of Christianity, the deceptions and enticements of the flesh, and

the primacy of the Scriptures as the source of all wisdom and truth. The prologue then

attacks the old order which saw Christianity as the exclusive property of a few. In this

view Gough is close to Erasmus's own attitudes although his tone is perhaps more abusive:

though shake perceaue (deere reder) that the lyfe of a very christian (of what estate or

degree so euer he be) to exceade and far passe, the counterfayte lyues of cloyning cloys-

terars, of mummynge monkes, fonde fryers, or of hypochrytical heremytes, and that we

nede not ronne to seke a strayte lyfe among the Charterhouse monkes, for the parfection

of a christian lyfe....
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Gough then introduces the theme of the Christian commitment in this life and the inces-

sant temptations of the flesh that plague man. This section ends in true Goughian style

with a defence of the doctrine of justification by faith and an attack on the Roman
Church:

And thys I write, onely to stoppe the mouthes of suche, as slaunderously reporte and

saye that these new preachers (for so it pleaseth them to tearme, suche as moste syn-

cerlye preache Gods trueth) would haue no good workes, but preach lyberty, lybertye.

Who (in dede) meane nothynge lesse: but bycause they secke to plucke them from their

fond trust in their vayn meritorious workes, taughte them by the papistes (thereby ma-

kinge Christe but halfe a Sauioure) and sette forthe the perfection of a trewe faith which

is most playnly taughte vs. in the .17. of Luke by Christ himselfe....

He continues:

So that it is most manifest, what impudent and vnshamefast lyars and slaunderers, the

papistes and their adhérentes are vpon god his preachers and his mynysters, for neyther

they, nor none other at any time, hard any other doctrine out of anye of those preachers

mouthes (whom it hath pleased them to cal new preachers) but thei and their doctrine

(I meane the papistes) may be called this dayes bakinge in comparyson of the auncientry

of the doctrine whiche is taught by these newe fellowes, then this that I haue aboue writ-

ten.

Then follows a rather surprising concluding statement to this section of the prologue:

Whiche in dede most abundantly, and plentifully is sette forthe in this little booke: both

godyly and learnedly.

This piece, coming as it does at the end of a long and bitter attack on Roman Catholicism

and its evil effects upon the English Church, seriously distorts the original motives of the

Enchiridion by identifying it with the extreme Protestantism of Gough. This is not to sug-

gest that the Enchiridion did not contain elements which were sympathetic to the new

Church; indeed its popularity as propaganda suggests that much that it had to say corro-

borated some of the views held by Protestant reformers. But for Gough to maintain that

the work gives support to his own thesis of a reformed Protestant doctrine obsessed with

destroying papistry is to ignore Erasmus's constant call for unity and brotherhood and his

insistence upon his unwavering devotion to the Roman Catholic Church. What one wit-

nesses with Gough's edition of the Enchiridion is a phenomenon which runs through all

of the editions up to 1816: a distortion of a work in order to make it serve a cause or

series of causes quite alien to the author's own inclinations and desires.

Gough then describes in some detail the trials and tribulations of the true Christian life.

He devotes a long section of the prologue to the history of oppression and draws many

examples from the Old Testament. This leads into a discussion of pagan worship and

idolatry. Not unnaturally Gough takes this opportunity to draw an analogy between

pagan worship and the idolatry found in the Catholic practice of invocation of saints;

one can see in the section elements with which Erasmus would not have disagreed. But,

on the other hand, he would not have approved of Gough's tone nor would he have sym-

pathized with his motives:
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And now ye see, how farre those fond reasons of worldlye wysedome is from God, and

how quyte it is ouerthrowne. And I pray you how farre dyssented our Christyanitie

from their gentiUtye? They had for euery thynge a sundry God, we had for euery thinge

a sundrye Saynct, we had S. Uncomber for yl husbandes. S. Job for the pore. S. Roke

for the plage. Saynct Barbara for thunder, Sayncte Sithe, for our keyes, Saynct Anthony

for our pygges, Saynct Loye for our horse, Sainct Agatha for the tothe ake, Saynct Leo-

narde was good maister to theues, our Ladye for women wyth chylde, and a number of

such abhominable, and stynkynge ydolatrye yea and becouse we woulde be nothing in-

feriour vnto them, we woulde haue for their dronken Bacchus, a dronken martin.

The remaining part of the prologue is given over almost exclusively to an attack on the

Roman Church and its perverse influences. The devil's "eldest sonne" is "Antechriste of

Rome." Gough sees himself as one who must help others be "plucked from antechrist ...

and al popishnes." The papists devote their time to effete and meaningless ceremonies and

"all is done with a godly shewe to the eyes of worldlynges, with golden Copes, golden

crosses, silver sensers, frankinsence burnyng before their idoUes and with many other gay

goodly thinges...." The ultimate destruction of papistry is proven by Scripture. The Ro-

man Catholic faith is not only misguided but also un-Christian and attacked by St. Paul in

his Epistles:

Thus doth S. Paule by most euydent wordes pluck vs from the superstycyous rytes of

the papystes, whose religion (in dede) is altogether in outward shewe and worldly

pompe.

The prologue closes with a final appeal to all true Christians to hear the truth of Christ's

doctrines and to turn from "gods enemyes the papistes, and carnall ghospellers, who haue

the ghospell in their mouthes, but not in their conuersatyons."

It is not difficult to speculate on Erasmus's attitude to Gough's prologue. In a letter

written to Philip Melancthon in 1524 during the Lutheran controversy he voices his dis-

content with those who deliberately stir up ill-feeling over spiritual and religious matters:

What good is done by telling fooHsh lads that the Pope is Anti-Christ, that confession

carries the plague, that they cannot do right if they try, that good works and merits are

a vain imagination, that free will is an illusion, that all things hold together by necessity,

and that man can do nothing for himself.^'

Contained here and developed further in De amabili Ecclesiae concordia^^ is a statement

of Erasmus's hatred of those contentious religious issues that were doing so much to divide

Christendom into a number of warring factions. Undoubtedly his feelings would have been

even more greatly aroused had he realized that it was his work as controlled and directed

by Gough that was propagating division.

The actual text of Gough's Enchiridion is selective in its inclusion of material. Not un-

naturally, Gough retains most of Erasmus's statements that appeal to and support his Pro-

testant views. Included in his work are Erasmus's appeals for the development of inner

pietism, a renewed Christian laicism, and a return to the Scriptures as the basis of Chris-

tian truth. Omitted are all sections that even vaguely conjure up the Roman Catholic

Church such as Erasmus's views on the Mass, confession, the monastic life, and the spiri-
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tuai hierarchy. A further deletion is Erasmus's many references to the pagan classics. This

omission undercuts the important humanistic basis of the work and helps to make it less

of an Erasmian tract. But of course for Gough, the invocation of the classics would have

run counter to his view of the Scriptures as the one and only source of truth.

Stylistically, Cough's version is considerably less impressive than Tyndale's. Cough's

prose is mundane and lacks the originality and inventiveness and sheer love of extended

description so evident in Tyndale's translation. The following are passages drawn from

both works; the first is Cough, the second Tyndale:

It is maruel to see how quyetly, how with oute all feare, they slepe continually:

It is a meruaylous thyng to beholde, how without care and circumspection we lyue /

how ydelly we slepe / now vpon the one syde / and now vpon the other....

For sometime he furiously rageth, and in open battel inuadeth man, by much aduersite,

prouinge the strength of his soule.

For somtyme with gonnes of aduersite / as one ragynge with open warre / he shaketh the

walks of the soule.

Beneath the, that slipper and dysceitful serpent, the breaker of our quietnes, by many di-

uerse ingins lieth in waite to cause the sensuall apetite to fal to sin, which is that Eue by

whom the most false serpent first allured man to comit deadly sinne.

Last of all, vnderneathe / the slypper serpent, the fyrst breker of peace, father of vquietnes

/ otherwhyles hyd in the grene grasse, lurkyng in his caues, wrapped togyder in an hondred

rounde roUes, ceaseth not to watche and lye in a wayte bynethe in the hele of our woman
/ whom he ones poysoned.

Apart from these stylistic differences one also finds the omission of such descriptive phrases

as:

This felowe must be watched with an hondred eyes / leest perauenture he set open the

castel or cite of god, for deuyls to entre in.

For in the stede of tentes and pauylyons, we tumble and waiter in our beddes: and in

the stede of sallets and harde armure, we be crowned with roses and fresshe floures,

bathed in damaske and rose waters / smoked in pommaunders and with muskballes /

chaungyng poyntes of warre with ryot and ydelnes / and in the stede of wepons be-

longyng to the warre we handle and take vnto vs the vnhardy harpe....

The political and religious issues which Erasmus's Enchiridion was made to uphold and

defend make it, as we have seen, a work for all seasons. Protestants and Catholics alike

drew support from it and Erasmus, we can be sure, would have found little comfort in

simultaneously running with the hare and hunting with the hounds. Its compatibility with

the tenets held by polar opposites springs from the nature of the work itself. Its implied

doctrinal orthodoxy coupled with its call for reform attracted the attention of those more

liberal elements within the Roman Church interested in purging the institution of its abuses
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while at the same time staying within its pale. On the other hand, the Enchiridion s attacks

on abuses in the Church, its firm Scriptural basis, its call for a renewed Christian laicism,

and its emphasis on inner piety devoid of meaningless ceremonials made it an excellent

source-book for the more radical reformers.
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Milton, Salmasius and Hammond: The History of an Insult

Leo Miller

Devotees of John Milton's works are well acquainted with his Latin Defense of the Peo-

ple of England (1651) composed in rebuttal to the Royal Defense (Defensio Regia) writ-

ten on behalf of Charles II by the then internationally famous French scholar, Claudius

Salmasius. In his Defense, Milton teases Salmasius for sensitivity to the epithet Gramma-

ticus, "grammarian":

Hamondum nuper regis hujus Sacellanum imprimis dilectissimum in libro quodam

nugatorio nebulonem appellas, quod is te Grammaticum appellavisset (Columbia edition,

VII, 66-68).

Hammond, lately the most cherished chaplain of this king, you call, in some trivial

book, nebulo, "knave," because he had called you Grammaticus, "grammarian."

This double-barbed remark was intended by Milton to sting both Hammond and Salma-

sius. To their contemporaries it was not obscure.

As for the Reverend Doctor Henry Hammond, persons then familiar with England's poli-

tics knew that he had been one of the very few who had spoken up publicly against the

trial of King Charles I, in an open letter To the Right Honourable the Lord Fairfax and his

Councell of Warre, the Humble Addresse of Henry Hammond, January 15,1648/49; one of

several which Milton characterized as the "Rhetorick of any puling Priest or Chaplain, sent

as a friendly Letter of advice, for fashion sake in privât, and forthwith publisht by the Sen-

der himself, that wee may know how much of friend there was in it" (Tenure of Kings and

Magistrates, Columbia edition, V, 55).

It was therefore a sardonic pleasure for Milton to set two Stuart defenders into needling

opposition to each other. That "trivial" book of Salmasius was indeed no world-shaking

contribution, but in the circles where scholarship mattered it had received due notice, and

in particular this sentence:

Nuper etiam quidam nebulo in Anglia, Capellanus ut audio Regis, Hammondus nomine,

libro quem edidit de potestate Clavium, Salmasio iratus quod aliam quam ipsam senten-

tiam probet ac defendat, baud potuit majus convitium quod ei dicere invenire, quam si

grammaticum appellaret. (Claudius Salmasius, Specimen Confutationis Animadversionum

Desiderii Heraldi Sive Tractatus de Subscribendis & Signandis Testamentis, item De Anti-

quorum & Hodiernum Sigillorum Differentia, Leyden, 1648, page 19).

Recently indeed some knave in England, Hammond by name, chaplain to the king, as I

hear, in the book he published On the Power of the Keys, annoyed at Salmasius because

he proves and defends an opinion different from his own, could not invent any greater in-

sult to say to him than to call him "Grammarian" {Demonstration of Confutation of the

Animadversions of Desiderius Heraldus, or a Treatise on the Signing and Sealing of Wills,

Also the Differences between Ancient and Modern Seals).
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This gratuitous insult to Hammond, nebulo, was a digression from Salmasius' main focus

of insult, Desiderius Hérault, with whom Salmasius was waging a scholar's feud (See: Johann

Friedrich Jugler, Beytrage zur Juristischen Biographie, Leipzig, 1773, I, 370-380). For Hé-

rault, Salmasius' compliments include inscitia, ineptia, stultitia, vanitas, aXoyia, improba

curiositas, mendacia (ignorance, ineptitude, stupidity, emptiness, absurdity, improper curio-

sity, falsehood), but for an opener in this book he devotes a first chapter to lecturing Ham-

mond on the correct usage of Grammaticus among the Greeks and Romans, all because of

some chance phrases in The Power of the Keys.

In that treatise (1647) Hammond had indeed several times referred to Salmasius as "this

learned Grammarian" and "that learned Grammarian." He may indeed have really intended

to be respectful, but in their context these phrases could easily be misinterpreted as deroga-

tory in tone. At one point Hammond disputed a Greek text, which Salmasius read as "a

new order" and which Hammond read as "youth of the Bishop": a kind of impeachment

of his scholarship which was enough to make Salmasius bristle. Some of Hammond's other

references were also less than flattering to Salmasius. Speaking of André Rivet, Hammond
commented "then is his lUustriss. Salmasius deceived ..."; and presently Hammond inquired

whether, in overthrowing the Epistles of Ignatius, Salmasius had not by the same token

overthrown one of the epistles of Peter.

This discussion takes us back a few years to an earlier stage in the development of the

English Revolution. In the Anglican-Puritan debate over church rule by bishops, a constant

issue was the authority of the Epistles attributed to Ignatius of Antioch, according to tradi-

tion martyred by being thrown to wild beasts about 110 A.D. These epistles, in the versions

available in the seventeenth century, included long passages on the respect due to bishops

and on their jurisdiction within the church. Some of them consequently were invoked as

testimony in favour of proving the antiquity of the authority of bishops going back to

apostolic times.

Bishop Joseph Hall, in his Episcopacy by Divine Right Asserted, devoted the Second Part,

Section 11, to "The Pregnant and Full Testimonies of the Holy Saint and Martyr, Ignatius,

Urged." James Ussher, Archbishop of Armagh, in The Original of Bishops and Metropolitans

Briefly Laid Down also drew from the epistles of Ignatius, and later reprinted the same ma-

terial word for word in The Judgment of Doctor Rainoldes Touching the Original of Episco-

pacy, More Largely Confirmed out of Antiquity.

It was in opposition to these citations from Ignatius that Milton, in his reply to Ussher,

Of Prelatical Episcopacy (1641) wrote:

I wonder that men teachers of the Protestant Religion, make no more difficulty of im-

posing upon our belief a supposititious offspring of some dozen Epistles, whereof five

are rejected as spurious, containing in them Heresies and trifles ... (Columbia edition, III,

88).

Milton's challenge was based on the 1623 edition of Ignatius by Nicholas Vedelius, 5. Ig-

natii Episcopi Antiocheni Et Martyris Quae Exstant Omnia Epistolas, in duos libros dis-

tincta, quorum prior continet Epistolas Genuinas, Alter Supposititias. Vedelius rejected

five epistles as wholly spurious, and showed that the seven which he accepted as genuine

were marred by passages of doubtful authenticity.
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Salmasius' opinion on these texts of Ignatius was familiar to protagonists on both sides

of the debate in England, set forth on pages 25 1-252 of his pseudonymous Walonis Messa-

lini De Episcopis et Presbyteris Contra D. Petavium Loiotitam Dissertatio Prima, 1641, a

book well known on the continent, a book which Milton cited in his Reason of Church

Government with a bow to "the late industry of the learned Salmatius." In Salmasius'

judgment, those epistles were so full of interpolations, so full of anachronistic references

to rites and customs of later date, and so rhetorically in contrast with the simplicity of

apostolic style, that they could not have been written by that Ignatius to whom they

were ascribed. In this view, which in effect totally nullified their authority, he was sec-

onded by another prominent scholar of the Reformed persuasion, David Blondel.

The pro-bishop party in England was eager to salvage as much of Ignatius as possible, be-

cause the parts accepted by Vedelius still reinforced their position. Bishop Hall, in a scho-

larly sense, weakened his case by urging the validity of some passages marked as unaccept-

able by Vedelius. The anti-episcopal party, which in 1641 counted Salmasius and Blondel

as allies, insisted that if so much of the epistles were spurious, then none of them could

have weight as evidence.

Archbishop Ussher, who was devoted to scholarship as well as to partisanship, was there-

fore not inclined to simply rely on the work of Vedelius and his predecessors. He had found

two old Latin manuscripts in England, with variant texts, and for some years he worked to

edit a version of his own. On September 30, 1640 he wrote to Samuel Hartlib telling of his

labours on this project, and of his efforts to locate in the Ottoman Empire a text in Syriac

or some other Levantine tongue, in hopes of obtaining a still older version. He published

his work at Oxford in 1644 in Polycarpi et Ignatii Epistolae, printed in parallel with Vede-

lius' Greek text, using red and black type to highlight the variations. In this book Ussher

takes courteous notice of Salmasius' objections, referring to him as eruditissimi illius viri

and vir doctus (1644, cxxxvi, Ixvii); Ussher even went so far as to send a copy of his pre-

fatory material to Salmasius with a respectful note, hoping that his disagreement would

not be offensive (Ussher's letters were printed in 1686 by Richard Parr, The Life of the

Most Reverend Father in God, James Usher, etc.).

Somewhere along these years Ussher became aware of the existence of still another and

differing manuscript version of Ignatius in the library of the Medici at Florence. Through

the help of Americus Salvetus, then resident envoy in England representing Ferdinand II

of Tuscany, a transcript of this manuscript (which among those scholars was simply called

the Medicean codex)^ was made available to Isaac Vossius, who published this text in Am-

sterdam in 1646. This find was an event of much excitement in the scholarly world. Blon-

del for one hastened to read Vossius' materials when they were still in manuscript. He had

himself dealt briefly with Ignatius and Ussher's edition in his Apologia Pro Sententia Hiero-

nymi de Episcopis et Presbyteris (March, 1646).

Ussher took cognizance of Vossius' work by issuing a new book, Appendix Ignatiana,

published 1647 by George Thomason. In this volume he pays a compliment to Henry Ham-

mond, with whom he had become acquainted about 1643. With Salmasius and Blondel,

Ussher was becoming impatient. He does not name them, but refers to them as "duos mag-

ni nominis viros," those two men of big name, who still consider all of Ignatius' Epistles to

be an imposture. Ussher seems in this regard to share the mood of Hammond in the Power

of the Keys, published the same year; and also seems vexed by the circulation of private
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and public letters by Blondel criticizing his work.

Ussher and Hammond discussed these matters in correspondence, and Hammond drafted

a reply to Blondel, which he submitted to Ussher. Ussher wrote back:

I have read, with great delight and content, your accurate answer to the Objections

made against the Credit of Ignatius his Epistles; for which, as I do most heartily thank

you, so am I moved thereby further to intreat you to publish to the world in Latin,

what you have already written in English, against this Objector, and that other, who for

your pains hath rudely requited you with the bare appellation of Nebulo for the assertion

of Episcopacy, to the end it may no longer be credited abroad, that these two have so

beaten down this Calling that the defence thereof is now deserted by all Men, as by Lud.

Capellus is intimated in his theses of Church-Government at Sedan lately published.

(Parr, 1686, page 542).^

Hammond was encouraged to continue along these lines, but it seems he was rather taken

aback by Ussher's reference to the nebulo epithet. From a later letter by Ussher, it may be

inferred that the epithet was news to Hammond, and that he wrote asking Ussher what it

was all about. Ussher replied:

Good doctor:

I received heretofore, by your direction, from Mr. Allestree, the Greek Passage of Ire-

naeus, and yesterday your most accurate descanting on the same, for which I return unto

you very hearty thanks, being very glad also to understand by your letter of the 20th of

August, therewith received, that you have a thought of making an entire dissertation for

the vindicating of Ignatius his epistles: which together with your Treatise of Episcopacy

in Latin, enlarged with such additions as you mention of Act. 20 and the Ancyran Canon,

I hold would be to exceeding good purpose. The new title wherewith you were dubbed,

of 5/> Knave, is in the railing book writ expressly against Desiderius Heraldus; which hav-

ing but look'd on, I sent to young Heraldus, the other's Son, who hath not hitherto re-

stor'd the same to me. I pray God to bless you in all your Godly Endeavours, in whom I

ever more rest.

Your ever loving Brother,

Ja. Armachanus (Parr, 1686, page 541)

Hammond's work came out in 1651 as Dissertationes Quatuor Quibus Episcopatus Jura

ex S. Scripturis et Primaeva Antiquitate Adstruuntur Contra Sententiam D. Blondelli et

Aliorum. Whether Hammond was inclined to counterattack on the score of that nebulo

epithet or not, by the time he had that book ready, it had become quite impolitic to do

so. By 1651, as Hammond takes notice in his preface, Salmasius had become the defender

of the royal cause of Charles II, and in this new status had shifted his ground from opposi-

tion to episcopacy to using some of the arguments of its defenders. Hammond's preface

extends congratulations to Salmasius for his reversal in Defensio Regia.

As for Milton's rebroadcasting of that epithet, it was even more discreet to remain silent.

Milton was an official of the government which came to power by defeating Hammond's
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party in politics and in battle. Milton's book was a state-sponsored publication. Hammond
demonstrated the same discretion in his A Letter of Resolution of Six Quaeres, London,

C.1652, in which he dealt as a clergyman with questions of morality and conduct. Third of

these queries concerned polygamy and divorce, two practices which in the conservative

theological mind were then closely linked, and both opposed by Hammond. Milton was

then notorious in England as the advocate of legalizing the right to divorce. Hammond
deals with Milton's views, but never names Milton:

Sec. 44. Having gone thus far, I should soon be at the end of my gesses, were there not

some pretensions of other men, who like not to have their liberties retrench'd, though by

Christ himself, which may deserve to be a while considered. And the considering of them

will be the most ingrateful part of this task; yet that which must be undergone lest, hav-

ing offered their reasons and exceptions against the Doctrine of the Church, and expressly

of Christ himself, they be permitted to that dangerous temptation, of thinking themselves

successful in the attempt, and so that prove to some men a more persuasive reason to be-

lieve their wishes, then any yet hath been produced.

Sec. 45. A plea for Divorces). The first open attempt that I remember that way, was

made in a Discourse purposely on that Subject, and presented to the Parliament, at the

beginning of these licentious times; and the special artifice made use of, was that, of

bringing back Christ unto Moses, of interpreting the restraint laid on this matter in the

New Testament, by analogie with the Judaicall permission in the Old.

Hammond devoted a much longer discussion to the views of John Selden, naming him

and citing his book. Uxor Ebraica. Undoubtedly Selden at that time had a far greater repu-

tation, not only in England but even more on the continent, where his writings on marriage

were authoritative among Protestants generally. He was also a safer target.

Unfortunately for himself, in preparing his 1651 Dissertationes Quatuor, Hammond in-

cautiously permitted some phrases to remain that reflected his previous negative attitude

to Salmasius. In his Chapter XXIV, touching on the aid formerly given by Blondel and Sal-

masius to the Presbyterian cause in England, Hammond included a parenthetical phrase

"(quibus illecebris adducti nescio)," - "by which inducements drawn I do not know." This

phrase might be read with mild intent or with malicious intent. As a result of this un-

guarded phrase, Hammond was not going to be permitted to forget the insult of Salmasius'

nebulo.

Before we come to that sequel, we must first turn to the Provincial Assembly of London

ministers, who felt impelled to answer Hammond's dissertations with lus Divinum Minis-

teri Evangelici, or the Divine Right of the Gospel Ministry, London, 1654. These ministers,

among whom was Edmund Calamy, have from their own standpoint learned nothing and

forgotten nothing. It disturbed them that Hammond had not been convinced by the Smec-

tymnuus (anti-bishop) tracts put out by Calamy and his friends a dozen years before. With

equal obtuseness they recommended that Hammond "should do well to answer also to

what the learned Archbishop of Armagh hath written at large about these epistles" {lus

Divinum, 1654, page 109).

Reading this, Hammond wrote to Ussher, May 16, 1654,
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I could not but smile when I was of late required by the London-Ministers to answer the

Objections you had made to the Epistles of Ignatius. The Printer will shortly give you an

account of the Return I have made to it. I find now in another Caviller against those

Epistles, a Testimony out of St. Jerom, Dial. 3 cont. Pelag. (Ignatius vir Apostolicus &
Martyr Scribit audacter, Elegit Dominus Apostolos qui super omnes homines peccatores

erant) which I find not in his Epistles. Doth your Grace remember any thing of it? If it

be not troublesome, I beseech you impart one word concerning it to

Your most humble servant

H. Hammond (Parr, 1686, page 541).

The other "caviller" is not identified by Hammond, but we find that specific cavil on

Sig. C2 of the preface of a book by John Owen, The Doctrine of the Saints Perseverance

Explained and Confirmed, etc., Oxford, 1654. Owen, a minister associated with Crom-

well and his Council of State, digressed to attack Hammond in his preface which has no

heading there but is designated on the prolix title page of the volume as A Discourse

touching the Epistles of Ignatius, The Episcopacy in them asserted, and some Animad-

versions on Dr. H. H. his Dissertations on that Subject.

Hammond did not say so to Ussher in his letter, but Owen had indicted him on eight

counts, in detail, even recalling the disagreement with Salmasius over that Greek phrase,

but most sharply cutting at him with this twin edged blade:

Of his two learned Antagonists one is dead, and the other almost blind, or probably

they would have dealt not much more gently with the Doctor for his Parenthesis (qui-

bus illecebris adducti nescio) then one of them formerly did [here Owen cites Salma-

sius against Heraldus, quoting the 'nebula' passage given above] for his tearming him a

Grammarian, yet indeed of him (such was the hard entertainment he found on all

hands) it is by many supposed that he was illecebris adductus (and they stick not to

name the bait he was caught withall) wrought over in a manner to destroy the faith of

that, which he had before set up and established.

Owen here has used his variant of Milton's two-pointed tactic, stinging Hammond
('nebulo') and at the same time registering a posthumous hit at the late Salmasius for hav-

ing shifted from support of the presbyterial to the episcopal camp. Owen does not cite

Milton's Defensio for the gossip about the golden coin allegedly paid to Salmasius for the

Defensio Regia, but he need not have depended on Milton's book alone for that rumour.

Once again Henry Hammond was in an embarrassing dilemma. What could he say that

might wipe off the stain of that nebulo-knave epithet, and what could he do that would

negate the inference from his parenthetical remark that Salmasius was venal? He presently

gave his answer, rather contritely, and at inordinately great length \n An Answer to the

Animadversions on the Dissertations touching Ignatius' Epistles and the Episcopacy in

them Affected (1654). He repeats the text of Owen's criticisms in full and answers with

apologetics so ponderous and so repetitious as to discourage any other of those long-

winded pulpiteers from entering the issue. Some shorter extracts will suffice for now:
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... I knew how Salmasius had dealt with me in that passage to Heratdus, before my set-

ting about the Dissertations; that this was so far from imbittering my stile against him,

that I did the more carefully watch over my pen, not to say any reproachful thing of

him, but rather to commend his second thoughts in the matter of Presbytery, which

he was willing to testifie in some passages of his Defensio Regia [Hammond continues

with a homily on a Greek text from Ignatius "To their anger do ye return meekness."]

Secondly: That my terming Salmasius formerly a Grammarian, with the addition of

Learned, was in the sincerity of my heart, meant as a title not of diminution, but of

honour to him [Hammond here praises Salmasius' learning, his skill in Latin and Greek

words and phrases; discusses "grammatike" and its three parts, "technike, exegetike,

kritike,"] and lastly that [Salmasius] being neither Divine, nor Physician, nor Lawyer by

profession, I could not fitly make either of those his title, I thought it most agreeable to

all these reasons to stile him learned Grammarian, especially having so little reason, as I

then had, to commend his knowledge in Théologie. This it seems was so represented to

him from England, that having no other reason (that I am conscious of) to quarrel with

my behaviour toward him, he was content to reproach me upon that stile: and all that

I shall say to it, is that I had rather be in the foulest manner reproacht without cause,

than to be commended for ill doing, or to be justly censured by any.

Thirdly, when I said of him and Blondel {quibus illecebris adducti nescio) I do not think

myself to have wronged them, or used them contumeliously. Not wronged them, because

I verily believe there were motives properly stiled illecebrae (I mean not bribes from Eng-

land) which brought them to doe what they did: And as I did not think fit then to ex-

presse those motives, being 1. matters oi fact, of which at this distance, I could not have

perfect Knowledge or evidence and so could truly say (quibus nescio) and 2. being p^r-

sonal matters, which I love not to publish, farther than the matter it self reveales and

declares them; so I shall not choose now out of season, and less pertinently to inlarge on

on that matter: I shall only add that Salmasius lived and Blondel saw, many moneths,

some years after the publishing of the Dissertations, and neither of them thought fit to

fall into such passion so causelesly, nor, that I ever heard, sent the Author of these Ani-

madversions their Letters oi Attorney to do it for them....

How justly the many which he mentions, have supposed that he was illecebris adductus,

and from what evidence they name the bait, or with what truth it is suggested, that hee

had ever set up and establisht that faith which his Defensio Regia endeavoured to de-

stroy, are things so far removed from the subject before us, the authority of Ignatius's

Epistles, and so unlikely to be concluded by our disputes, that I think we may by con-

sent let them alone. Otherwise, the then present lownes, and improsperity of the cause,

which he defended, would offer it self for a very competent argument to infer, the love

of truth more than the expectation of any temporal advantage, to have perswaded the

writing of it.

Milton, and Salmasius, and Hammond are dust, and dusty from disuse are their neg-

lected tomes; still in tracing out these long forgotten trivia, scholarship may permit it-

self a half smile at a history whose bald recounting adds up to a satire on the foibles of

learned men.

New York
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Notes

1 It will be remembered that in 1639 Vatican li-

brarian Lucas Holstenius asked John Milton,

then on his way to Florence, to check at the

library there on a certain "Medicean codex":

but which? The muse of history is a tease. In

any case, Milton was unable to fulfill the re-

quest and suggested that G. B. Doni try it. it

was Giovanni Battista Doni, who had become

head of the Medici library, whom Isaac Vossius

later thanked, in the preface to his 1646 Epis-

tolae Genuinae S. Ignatii Martyris quae nunc

primum lucent vident ex biblioteca Florentina,

for the text of his "Medicean codex."

2 Ussher is referring to the Theses Theologicae

de Episcopi et Presbyteri Discrimine. Praeside

D. Ludovico Capello. Respondente Abrahamo
Gilberto, Pictone, included in Theses Theolo-

gicae in Academia Salmuriensi Variis Tempori-

bus Disputatae sub Praesidio D. D. Virorum

S. Theologiae Professorum Lud. Capelli, Mos.

Amyraldi, Pars Tenia et Ultima. Salmurii, apud

I. Desbordes, MDCLI, also republished in sev-

eral later editions.

To establish the exact dates of this letter and

the one following would require seeking out

the manuscripts, if indeed they are extant. In

Parr, the letter "I have read" bears the date

"July 21." The letter "I received heretofore"

bears the date "Apr. 30, 1649" but the con-

tent requires "August 30." We cannot be cer-

tain that "1649" is more correct than, possibly,

"1648."
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The Earliest German Verse Translation of Tasso's "Gerusaiemme liberata"

Gerhard Diinnhaupt

A remarkable phenomenon in German literary history is the periodic revival of interest in

foreign literatures, usually accompanied by a sudden vogue of translations from other lan-

guages. While such a trend might reasonably be expected to exercise a detrimental influence

on the development of a national literature, this was not the case in the seventeenth cen-

tury. Paradox as it may seem at first glance, it was from a growing feeling of national pride

that the German Baroque poets sought to acquaint their public with the great masterpieces

of other literatures, for they hoped to demonstrate by means of their translations that they

possessed as much skill as their fellow poets abroad.

During the late sixteenth century a widespread reaction against the Latin humanist tradi-

tion had led to the formation of language academies all over Europe whose foremost aim it

was to further the development of the vernacular. Translations from other literatures, often

rendered in metrical forms hitherto untried, now began to make their appearance in Ger-

many in ever increasing number, stimulated largely by the desire to prove that the German

language needed not shun the limelight. Following the example of the Accademia della

Crusca, the model for all similar organizations in Europe, a group of German noblemen

established the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft in 1617, several years prior to the Académie

Française.' Each member was expected to make a literary contribution by producing either

an original work or a translation.^ Prince Ludwig of Anhalt-Kothen, co-founder and first

active president of the Fruchtbringende Gesellschaft, had become a "Cruschesco" during

his visit to Florence in 1600. This may well account for the extraordinary interest he and

his fellow members subsequently showed in acquainting their countrymen with Italian litera-

ture. The Prince himself pointed the way by translating Petrarca, Gelli, and Malvezzi, and

soon other members vied with him in their endeavour to demonstrate that German was as

suitable for poetry as other tongues. Since Tasso's Gerusatemme liberata was generally ac-

knowledged among the German cognoscenti to be the greatest literary masterpiece of the

period, it is understandable that particular fame was bound to accrue almost automatically

to the poet who would first attempt to render this work in German verse.

The man to undertake this monumental task was found in the person of Diederich von

demWerder (1584-1657). One of the earliest and most influential members of the Frucht-

bringende Gesellschaft, he was able to combine his numerous literary accomplishments

with a colourful career as educator, soldier, administrator, and editor of the works of some

of his fellow poets. In the foreword of his verse translation Gottfried von Bulljon Werder

relates that he agreed with great reluctance, and only upon "instendiges anhalten"^ of his

fellow members to undertake this task. Notwithstanding the vicissitudes of the Thirty

Years' War the lavishly produced volume made its first appearance in 1626, profusely il-

lustrated with copper plates by the famous engraver Matthaus Merian of Frankfurt. Con-

temporary readers considered Gottfried a poetic achievement of the first rank, and its

publication helped establish Werder's fame and literary authority among his contempor-

aries for the rest of his life.

In his endeavour to be as faithful as possible to Tasso's great epic, Diederich von dem
Werder became the first German poet ever to write ottava rima. He confesses in his fore-
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word that the triple rhymes presented some difficulty,'' for these are somewhat harder to

come by in German than in Italian. Even a century later did the poet Wieland, unaware of

Werder's accomplishment, proclaim the translation of an Italian epic in German ottava

rima an outright impossibility.^

Gottfried von Biilljon follows Tasso's text quite closely. Like the "Italian epic it is divided

ihto twenty canti. Even the number of stanzas corresponds exactly to the Gerusalemme,

with the sole exception of cantos XI and XVI where small cuts were effected. Recognizing

that endecasillabo does not lend itself to German on account of its exclusively feminine

endings, Werder decided to render the entire epic in alexandrines. Whereas Tasso's ende-

casillabo permits some freedom of stress variation,

L'età precorse e la speranza; e presti

pareano i fior, quando n'usciro i frutti:

se '1 miri fulminar ne l'arme avvolto,

Marte lo stimi; Amor, se scopre il volto

(T.I, 58,5-8),^

Werder's regular alexandrines tend to strike us as somewhat ponderous, but what they

lack in musicality they compensate in epic splendour and power:

Sein Thun seim Alter weit vnd Hoffnung selbst fiirgieng.

So bald sein Blùt sich zeigt kundt man die Frucht schon lesen.

Mars ist er, wann man jhn in Waffen donnern sicht.

Die Lieb, wann er entblost sein Englisch Angesicht.

(A.I, 58,5-8)''

The German poet also succeeds remarkably well in retaining Tasso's intricate Baroque

mannerisms, as for example the play on words in the Sofronia episode,

Signore, o chiedi il furto, o '1 ladro chiedi:

quel no '1 vedrai in eterno, e questo il vedi

(T.II,24,7-8),

which he wittily reproduces in his own language, incorporating even an additional word

play on "Dieb" and "Diebstal" that is not possible in Italian:

Den Diebstal vnd den Dieb wiltu beyds sehen Herr?

Den Dieb den siehstu hier, den Diebstal nimmermehr.

(A.II, 24,7-8).

Similarly, in Tasso's description of the heathen amazon Clorinda,

Segui le guerre; e in esse e fra le selve

fera a gli uomini parve, uomo a le belve (T. 11,40,7-8),

Werder is quick to recognize new syntactic possibilities in the caesura of his alexandrines

which permits him to emphasize the man-beast chiasmus:

Jm Wald vnd in dem Krieg, wo sie war meinte man,

Sie wehr dem Mann ein Wild, dem wilden Thier ein Mann.

(A.lI,40,7-8)
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Tasso's moving verses at the opening of the third canto, when the hardy warrior first lay

eyes upon the Holy City,

ma, quando il sol gli aridi campi fiede

con raggi assai ferventi, e in alto sorge,

ecco apparir Gierusalem si vede,

ecco additar Gierusalem si scorge;

ecco da mille voci unitamente

Gierusalemme salutar si sente (T. 111,3, 3-8),

offer another insight in Werder's translation techniques. Availing himself of the additional

syllables at his disposal owing to the greater length of his alexandrines, the German poet

adds a fourth repetition of "Sieh" to Tasso's threefold anaphoric "ecco." From thousands

of hardy throats the joyous shout "Jerusalem" thunders heavenward - a truly remarkable

scene which Werder has captured more vividly and rendered more forcefully than any of

the later German translators:

Als aber nun die Sonn die diirren Felder sticht

Mit jhrer heissen Straal vnd ziemblich hoch thut stehen,

Sieh dort Jerusalem man nicht weit fiir sich sicht,

Sieh dort Jerusalem man eigendlich kann sehen,

Sieh Sieh von Tausend wohl vnd Tausend abermahl

Wirstu Jerusalem gegriisset auff einmahl. (A m 3 3-8)^

Another justly acclaimed scene of Tasso's great epic is his portrayal of the horrors en-

countered in the infernal regions where Satan forges his plans for the ultimate destruction

of the Christian invaders:

Chiama gli abitator de l'ombre eterne

il rauco suon de la tartarea tromba.

Treman le spaziose atre caverne,

e I'aer cieco a quel romor rimbomba:

né si stridende mai da le superne

regioni del cielo il folgor piomba,

né si scossa già mai tréma la terra

quando i vapori in sen gravida serra. (T.IV,'3)

What the less vocalic Germanic languages tend to lack in musicality they usually compen-

sate with a wider range of onomatopoeic resources. Whereas Tasso - like Ariosto before

him - sees himself forced to resort repeatedly to variations of the triple rhyme "tromba-

bomba-piomba," the German poet finds a multitude of poetic sound effects at his disposal:

Der stethen Finsternuss Einwohner er berufft,

Vnd lasst sein Hellisch Horn vnd Trompt erschrocklich schallen.

Es zittert vnd erbebt die weite schwartze Klufft,

Die blinde finstre must von solchem Klang erknallen.

Die starcken Blitzen auch rab von der obern Lufft

Mit solchem Hall vnd Thon nicht auff die Erden fallen,
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Auch nimmer sich so starck die Erd erschiitt vnd grellt,

Wann sie die feuchten Diinst in jhrem Busem belt.

(A.IV,3)

The longer alexandrines also afford Werder the opportunity to introduce a favourite stylis-

tic device of his day, the doubling of nouns and verbs. In the foregoing stanza alone we dis-

cover no less than four such pairs - "Horn vnd Trompt," "zittert vnd erbebt," "Hall vnd

Thon," "erschiitt vnd grellt"- none of which were present in the Italian original.

Werder's vivid Baroque phantasy visualizes the hellish creatures that populate those nether

regions in an almost comical light as is illustrated by his amusing description of the devils'

"immensa coda":

Ein langer schwartzer Schwantz am Hindern jedem hieng,

der dreht sich wie ein Rad vnd rundt zusammengieng.

(A.lV,4,7-8).

Such lesser details, however, are bound to be overshadowed by the truly horrifying gran-

deur of the Prince of Hell himself:

Orrida maestà nel fero aspetto

terrore accresce, e più superbo il rende;

rosseggian gli occhi, e di veneno infetto

come infausta cometa il guardo splende;

gl'involve il mento, e su I'irsuto petto

ispida e folta la gran barba stende;

e in guisa di voragine profonda

s'apre la bocca d'atro sangue immonda. (T.IV,7)

Werder's translation takes full advantage of the rich German Baroque vocabulary:

Im ekeln Ansehn gliit ein bose Majestet,

Die da das Schrecken mehrt, vnd mehr zum Stoltz jhn neiget,

VoU Vngliicks leuchtet auch sein Blick, wie ein Comet,

Vnd seine Augen er voU Gifft vnd Eyter zeiget.

Sein Kinn im dicken Bart gantz eingewickelt steht,

An seiner rauhen Brust derselbe nunter steiget,

Wie eine tieffe Klufft sichts auss, wann er auffthut

Sein gross vnreines Maul, all voU von schwartzem Blut.

(A.IV,7)

Where Tasso merely calls Satan's eyes bloodshot ("rosseggian"), Werder seeks to heighten

the horror further through additional details such as "vol! Gifft vnd Eyter."

When God in His role of supreme judge is obliged to intervene personally, in order to

counteract the underworld's fiendish plans, Tasso antithetically contrasts the heavenly

realm of divine wisdom and justice with the endless strife that prevails on Earth:

Sedea cola, dond' Egli e buono e giusto

dà legge al tutto, e '1 tutto orna e produce

sovra i bassi confin del mondo angusto,

ove senso o ragion non si conduce (T. IX, 56, 1-4).
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Surrounded as he was by the turmoils of the Thirty Years' War, the German poet seems to

have felt that Tasso had not yet descended to the nadir of human baseness. Rather than

following the Italian original, Werder therefore opposes divine "Gerechtigkeit ... Ordnung

vnd Gesetz" with a long asyndetic accumulatio of human infamy:

Da sass er in der Hoh, da mit Gerechtigkeit,

Mit Ordnung vnd Gesetz er diese Welt regieret,

Jn welcher lauter Hass, Zanck, Zwitracht, Zorren, Neid,

Vnd gantzlich kein Vernunfft noch Tugend wird verspiiret

(A.lX,56,l-4).

To prevent the crusaders from constructing machinery for their planned siege of the

city, the infernal spirits spare no effort to frighten them with terrifying sound effects:

Esce allor de la selva un suon repente,

che par rimbombo di terren che treme;

e '1 mormorar de gli austri in lui si sente,

e '1 pianto d'onda che fra scogli geme.

Come rugge il leon, fischia il serpente,

come urla il lupo, e come I'orso freme

v'odi, e v'odi le trombe, e v'odi il tuono:

tanti e si fatti suoni esprime un suono. (T.XIII,21).

Again Tasso sees himself obliged here to resort to "rimbombo" and "trombe" while Wer-

der can once more draw on the rich onomatopoeic possibilities that are open to him:

Da kahm zum Walde rauss gar schnell ein solcher Klang,

Der eim Erdbidem^ gleich die Gegend kont erfiillen,

Ein Murmeln sich vom Sud auch mit darunter drang

Vnd eines Stroms Gerausch, den man sah hoch auffschwullen,

Als wann da heult ein Wolff vnd zischte eine Schlang,

Als wann ein Bârin gruntzt, als wie die Lowen briillen,

Ja man hort noch darzu der Trompett jhren Schall,

Ein einig Klang allein bracht diss Gethone all.

(A.XIII,21)

Simultaneous with these apparitions the crusaders are also plagued by a fearful drought

that further decimates their ranks. Yet Goffredo undauntedly requests divine assistance,

not without pointing out to God, however, that His own prestige may very well be endan-

gered unless He comes to the rescue of His Christian armies: "giovi lor che tuoi guerrier

Stan detti"'" (T. XIII, 7 1,8), which Werder accurately reproduces as "helffe vns, dass man

uns DEINE RITTER heist." Goffredo's prayer is answered when heaven sends the fervently

desired rain:

Come talor ne la stagione estiva,

se dal ciel pioggia desiata scende,

stuol d'anitre loquaci in secca riva

con rauco mormorar lieto l'attende,
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e spiega I'ali al freddo umor, né schiva

alcuna di bagnarsi in lui si rende,

e là 've in maggior fondo ei si raccoglia,

si tuffa, e spegne I'assetata voglia (T.XIII,76).

The German rendering of this cheerful rustic interlude sparkles with that high-spirited,

playful humour that makes Werder's later verse translation of the Orlando furioso^^ such

delight to the reader:

Gleich eben wann einmahl zur heissen Sommers Zeit

Ein hochgewiindschte Nass vnd Regen pflegt zukommen,

Ein hauffen Enten dann mit grosser Gierigkeit,

Sehr schnadd- vnd pladdern drein, so bald sie jhn vernommen,

Vnd fladdern auch herumb in solcher Feuchtigkeit,

Erfrewet, dass sie nun ein Labung auch bekommen,

Vnd wo das Wasser sich am meisten samlet schier

Da tauchen sie sich ein, vnd leschen jhr Begier.

(A.XIII,76)

Outstanding among Tasso's nature scenes are of course his famous sunrises which fre-

quently serve to herald a change in scenery:

Già l'aura messaggera erasi desta

a nunziar che se ne vien I'aurora:

ella in tanto s'adorna, e I'aurea testa

di rose colte in paradiso infiora (T. 111,1, 1-4).

While no translation could hope to reproduce the threefold Petrarchistic word play on

"Laura," Werder is able to retain Tasso's mannerist concetto, whereby his longer German

alexandrines even permit the addition of Baroque ornaments such as "mit Lilg":

Es war die Morgenroth nunmehr erwachet schon,

Die da dess Sonnenliechts herbeykunfft vns entdecket,

Es hatt im Paradeiss mit Lilg vnd Rosen schon

Die Sonn auch allbereits jhr gulden Haupt bestecket

(A. 111,1, 1-4).

It is truly remarkable that such easy-flowing poetry, observing natural stress, could have

been produced in Germany prior to Opitz' reform.'^ Moreover, it becomes obvious here

that Werder no longer considered caesuras to be interruptions of the syntactic flow of his

verses.

Tasso's incomparable nocturnal scenes - perhaps even more than his sunrises - leave an

indelible impression on the reader, mainly on account of their quasi-theatrical impact. No

translator could hope to do full justice to their lyrical beauty:

Era la notte, e '1 suo stellato velo

chiaro spiegava e senza nube alcuna;

e già spargea rai luminosi e gelo

di vive perle la sorgente luna. (T.Vl,103,l-4)
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A similar degree of liquidity can hardly be expected from the German Baroque language,

especially since the heroic alexandrine is hardly suited to lyrical expression:

Es war voU von Sternen gantz dess Himmels schon Gewand,

Man sah nit eine Wolck dieselbe Nacht dran stehen,

Sein Stralen auch der Monn schon auff die Erde sandt,

Vnd fing ahn seinen Thaw wie Perlen rumb zu sehen

(A.VI,103,l-4).

We recall that Tasso had created a similar imitatio of Virgil's nocturnes'^ in an earlier stan-

za, beginning with the same words:

Era la notte ch'alto riposo

han l'onde e i venti, e parea muto il mondo:

gli animai lassi, e quel che '1 mar ondoso,

o de' liquidi laghi alberga il fondo,

e chi si ghiace in tana o in mandra ascoso,

e i pinti augelli, ne I'oblio profondo

sotto il silenzio de' secreti orrori

sopian gli affanni e raddolciano i cori (T. 11,96).

Though German cannot compete here, either, with the vocalic wealth of Italian, Werder's

verses strike us as quite delightful:

In dieser Nacht da lag ein jeds in hoher Ruh,'^

Die Wasser, vnd die Welt, die Winde stille waren,

Auch allé mùden Thier, vnd was im Meer dazu,

Was in dem tieffen See pflegt auff vnd ab zufahren.

Das Wild in seiner Hoi, vnd in der Herd die Kuh,

Der kriechend kleine Wurm, der bundten Vogel Scharen,

Diss allés in der still sehr hart vnd feste schlieff,

Vnd lag in sanfftem Traum, vnd siisser Ruhe tieff.

(A.II,96).

The common opening of these two stanzas in the original ["Era la notte . . ."] is of little

or no concern to Werder. While he had previously translated "Es war voll von Sternen

gantz ...", he now switches to "In dieser Nacht ..?'. The achievement of the desired ef-

fect alone concerns the translator here, for he has no intention whatever to create a new

epic. He merely wishes to do justice to the Italian original, and thus convey the genius of

Torquato Tasso to his readers.

Although the German poet personally disagrees with the presence of supernatural sub-

ject matter in the Italian epic, he defends Tasso's right to poetically express his personal

convictions in the manner he sees fit:

... In betrachtung, dass die Poeten ... die Freyheit haben, das jenige, was Gott auff vner-

forschliche arth regiert vnnd ordnet, ... sichtbarlich gleichsahm zu beschreiben, vnd fur

die Augen zustellen — '^

Nevertheless we must not forget that Werder was a loyal Protestant, and that this transla-
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tion coincided with the fierce religious strife of the Thirty Years' War. The Gerusalemme,

on the other hand, undeniably bears the earmarks of Tasso's Jesuit education, even if there

is no need to go as far as Jacob Burkhardt, who called this epic "a memorial of the Coun-

ter-Reformation and its tendencies."'^ On the whole, it may be stated without the slightest

hesitation that Werder made every effort to render the Gerusalemme liberata stanza for

stanza faithfully into German verse. In the few stanzas where he did effect small altera-

tions, however, it was invariably for religious reasons.

The scene in which the crusaders celebrate Holy Mass prior to their attack on Jerusalem

offers an excellent example for the translator's method of gently toning down the specifi-

cally Roman Catholic flavour of some passages without interfering with the tenor of the

whole. Thus, instead of rendering the full text of the invocation of God Father, Son and

Holy Spirit,

Te Genitor, te Figlio eguale al Padre,

e te, che d'ambo uniti amando spiri (T.Xl,7,l-2),

Werder prefers to substitute a prayer of his own creation:

Dich Vatter, der du hast von aller Ewigkeit,

Jn deinem Wesen gleich dir einen Sohn gezeuget

(A.XI,7,l-2).

Likewise he removes Tasso's reference to the V^irgin Mary and Mother of God,

e te, d'Uomo e di Dio vergine Madre

invocano propizia a i lor desiri (T.XI,7,3-4),

who is represented in the German version only by the generic term "Weib":

Dich, der du ehnlich bist an Ehr vnd Herrligkeit

Deim Vatter, vnd bist doch von einem Weib gesauget

(A.XI,7,3-4).

As the above passage clearly demonstrates, Werder has switched the emphasis from the

immaculate conception of St. Mary to the person of Jesus Christ. Whereas the Italian

litany now continues with the invocations of the blessed spirits and of St. John the Bap-

tist,

o Duci, e voi che le fulgenti squadre

del ciel movete in triplicati giri;

o Divo, e te, che de la diva fronte

la monda umanità lavasti al fonte (T.Xl,7,5-8),

Werder again substitutes entirely different verses of his own:

Dich, der du Gottes Kirch erhelst in Einigkeit,

Vnd hast das Wort in jhr stets krafftiglich bezeuget,

Dich Gott anrieffen sie in wahrer Zuversicht,

Dass du in diesem Streit sie wolst verlassen nicht.

(A.Xl,7,5-8).
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With these last four verses Werder bridges the gap created by his omission of two entire

stanzas (T. XI, 8-9) which contain the invocation of St. Peter and his successors on the

Papal throne. Without noticing Werder's textual departure from the original in the prd'-

ceding verses, Georg Witkowski suggested that the two omitted stanzas might have been

missing in the Italian text Werder used.'^ However, our copy of the Lyon edition of 1581,

which Witkowski established as Werder's source, without ever having seen it, shows that

this assumption was incorrect.'^ Hence there can be no doubt that Werder's omission was

deliberate.

During the summer of 1625, while the manuscript of his Gottfried was already with the

printer, Werder received a copy of Opitz' epoch-making poetics, Buch von der Deutschen

Poeterey. Unlike many of his contemporaries, he immediately foresaw the immense de-

velopment that such a standardization of poetic rules would bring about. It was too late,

however, to incorporate them in his first Gottfried edition. All he could do was to promise

his readers in the foreword that a future revised edition would incorporate the new rules.

Werder kept his word. More than that - he revised the poem so thoroughly that it comes

close to an entirely new translation in many instances. Dark passages were clarified, for-

eign expressions eliminated, and the syntactic flow of the alexandrines improved. The Pet-

rarchistic portrayal of Armida's alluring beauty

Dolce color di rose in quel bel volto

fra I'avorio si sparge e si confonde:

ma ne la bocca ond'esce aura amorosa,

sola rosseggia e semplice la rosa (T. IV, 30, 5-8)

may serve to demonstrate the manner of Werder's alterations. While he had previously

rendered these four verses thus:

Von siisser Rosenfarb jhr schones Antlitz war,

Doch that Weiss Helffenbein sich mit darunter stellen,

Darauss die Liebes Lufft herkompt, ich mein den Mund,

Auff selben nur allem ein rote Rose stund

(A.lV,30,5-8),

the revised version B of 1651 offers the following translation:

Jhr schones Antlitz war recht Ros- und Liljenkkr,

Milch vnd weiss Helffenbein sich auch mit drunter stellen.

Auff jhrer Lippen Thron', vnd honigsiissen Mund

Gab sich ein gantzer Pracht Corallenbluthe kundt.

(B.IV,30,5-8).'^

While there are some genuine improvements of the German poetry, Werder does perhaps

exceed his bounds as translator when he introduces new ornamentations like lilies, milk,

honey, and corals, in the fashion of his time.

Obviously it amuses Werder to display his poetical skill, as may be seen in his playful

alteration of the chiastic construction we discussed earlier,

Jm Wald vnd in dem Krieg, wo sie war meinte man,
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Sie wehr dem Mann ein Wild, dem wilden Thier ein Mann
(A.n,40,7-8),

which he now reproduces in reverse order:

Ein jederman im Wald' und Kriege hielt darfur,

Sie sey ein wild dem Mann', ein Mann dem wilden Thier.

(B. 11,40,7-8).

Considerable differences are also noticeable in Werder's treatment of the furor of the

elements. While version A still accurately followed Tasso's description

Da gli occhi de' mortali un negro velo

rapisce il giorno e '1 sole, e par ch'avvampi

negro via piii ch'orror d'inferno il cielo,

cosi fiammeggia in fra baleni e lampi.

Fremono i tuoni; e pioggia accolta in gelo

si versa, e i paschi abbatte, e inonda i campi.

Schianta i rami il gran turbo, e par che croUi

non pur le quercie, ma le rocche e i coUi.

L'acqua in un tempo, il vento e la tempesta

ne gli occhi a i Franchi impetuosa fere

(T.VII,115-116,2),

Werder no longer adheres so closely to the original in version B. Rather than follow Tasso's

successive description of individual occurrences ("fremono i tuoni," "pioggia accolta in

gelo," etc.), his new version attempts a simultaneity of events by introducing a huge asyn-

detic accumulatio:

Darauff komt alsobald ein Dunckel-schwartz Gewandt

Dass Sonn' vnd Tagesschein dem Menschen gantz benimmet.

Der Himmel brent vmbher, gantz finster ist das Landt,

Daher es fast vom Blitz an alien Enden glimmet.

Man hort vnd sieht zugleich Eiss, Regen, Donner, Brand,

Die Weyde wird verderbt, vnd allés vberschwimmet.

Es werden nicht nur Baum' in diesem Sturm erregt,

Besondern hohe Berg' vnd Felsen mit bewegt.

Die Christen fingen an zugleich auff eine Zeit

Durch Wetter, Hagel, Frost, vnd Winde, zuerkalten.

Only in the poetry of Gryphius can we encounter apocalyptic visions that hold similar ter-

ror as Werder's picture of the furious elements unleashing their force upon the crusaders:

lightning, ice, rain, thunder, fire, falling trees, flood, storm, earthquake, hail, frost, and

wind - all are enUsted by the poet to convey the colossal extent of this natural catastrophe.

According to Witkowski, the B-version of Werder's Gottfried, while adhering more closely

to Opitz' rules, has little else to recommend it.^' We hope to have demonstrated that the
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revised version does indeed have its merits. It is, after all, the result of twenty-five years of

patient and thorough effort, notwithstanding the unquestioned achievement of the first ver-

sion to have been written prior to Opitz' reform. Even though the German poet did not

share Tasso's religious convictions, he treated the Gerusalemme libemta with the respect

due to poetic genius, and he did so with remarkable talent. It is by no means an accident

that Werder's own poetic creations never received as much popular acclaim as his verse

translations, for the introduction of foreign literary masterpieces was not merely a sub-

ordinate sideline in the efforts of the German language academies but one of their fore-

most contributions.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Charles Trinkaus. In our Image and Likeness: Humanity and Divinity in Italian Humanist

Thought. The University of Chicago Press, 1970. Vol. I, pp. xxvii, 457. Vol. II, pp.viii,

461-985.

The most impressive aspect of Professor Trinkaus' work is the dexterity and the keenly in-

telligent sagacity with which a tremendous mass of material has been interpreted with great

insight, controlled, and co-ordinated in an extremely logical conspectus within a conveniently

graspable, though complexly ramified, conceptual frame. The next feature which stands out

(and even a fugitive glance at the bibliography, at the apparatus of footnotes and references,

will bring the matter home to the reader) is the rare pertinacity with which the author has

coped with his back-breaking assignment, over a period of several years, in direct, first-hand

contact with a bewildering multiplicity of humanistic documents, geographically scattered

in the major and minor libraries of Europe (see the Index of the manuscripts consulted, II,

913-916. This Index constitutes a sort of iter bumanisticum of preeminent usefulness to

present and future scholars).

A third feature of the volumes under review is the fidélité à soi-même, the allegiance to

intellectual "form," which the volumes reveal when set side by side with cognate previous

productions of Professor Trinkaus. I am referring to his Adversity's Noblemen and to A
Humanist's Image ofHumanism, books in which the ethical and religious aspects of the

humanistic movement occupy, as they do in the present two volumes, an orientational and

predominant position.

The two keys to the nature and purpose of this opus are to be found in the Foreword to

vol. I, and in the last chapter of vol. II, which bears the title "Unity and Plurality in the Hu-

manist Visions of Man and God - an Appraisal." Essentially, Charles Trinkaus has written

a history of Christian Humanism in terms of its central metaphor, i.e., the deiformitas, the

dignity of Man (and in terms of its obverse). Trinkaus is principally concerned with the

ethical, religious, theological, philosophical aspects of his theme. And while this concern

brings his work into proximity with cognate items in the scholarly literature on Humanism

(from Zabughin, Toffanin, Walser, H. Baker, to Carlo Angeleri, F. Olgiati, F. Hermans, Doug-

las Bush, W. Wilkinson, and others), the amplitude and detail with which Trinkaus handles

his theme, the new aspects which he discovers in it, the expertise which he evinces in medie-

val and post-medieval intellectual history, his amazingly thorough command of "codicolo-

gical" matters, the internal ligaments which he establishes between his various sub-themes,

the absolutely rectilinear and unswerving continuity of the lines of reasoning which he fol-

lows and, last but not least, the non-confessional, impartial stance of its author, distinguish

this history of Christian Renaissance Humanism from all its precedents and congeners. It is

Trinkaus' "assumption that this period ... [Renaissance Humanism] is an autonomous period

of history, and therefore should not be strictly medieval, nor modern, nor even that hybrid

conception of a transition between the two, but something, clearly and definitely its own"
(II, 761).

It is Trinkaus' further assumption that the Humanists were not, as Professor Kristeller

and other scholars have claimed, purely grammarians, mere philologists, out and out liter-

ati. Some humanists were, undeniably, of this type and should be so categorized. But there
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were many others, Trinkaus underscores, who "engaged in intellectual, moral, theological,

and philosophical discourse." The feeling of deep gratitude which Trinkaus voices towards

his mentor, Kristeller, who (as is obvious from several features of the present work) has

taught him pas mal de choses (from the necessity of going back ad fontes to that of a severe

and exhaustive cultivation of the history of thought) has not succeeded in obliterating, in

Trinkaus, the sense for the "not quite right" character of Kristellcr's distinction between

Humanism and philosophy.

On this point, Trinkaus shares the opinion of Eugenio Garin. "The central conclusion

of this book," Trinkaus writes, "is that the Italian Renaissance ... was accompanied by a

powerful assertion of a philosophy of will by leading representatives of Italian humanism

and among philosophical circles influenced by them" (I, xx of the Foreword), And just as

Paola Barocchi, in her recent republication of writings on art by authors contemporary

with the great visual artists of the Cinquecento, discovers that the productions of art of

that period were accompanied by a complete consciousness, glaringly evident in its theo-

reticians, just so Trinkaus verifies in his book the conjectural assertion - up to him - of a

"philosophical self-awareness" in the humanistic movement. Thus, what was simply an in-

tuitive suggestion tentatively formulated by Ernst Cassirer becomes a lucidly persuasive

demonstration in Trinkaus' two volumes. The latter finds that "humanistic moralism, ra-

ther than stressing rationalistic restraint and inhibition of human action, emphasizes the

dominance of irrational or arational elements in man's psychic makeup." But Trinkaus

also proves that some of the leading proponents of Humanism found inspiration in the

prc-scholastic Christian theological tradition, drawing the full eudemonistic and voluntar-

ist impHcations from the theology of St. Augustine for the first time" (ibid., xx). (Here is

a novel viewpoint in scholarship, brilliantly developed in Trinkaus' analysis of Petrarch,

for instance.)

In an astonishing way, Trinkaus' opus seems, at times, to embody two antithetical posi-

tions; to present the appearance of a paradoxical fusion of the major propositions of

Burckhardt and Toffanin. From Toffanin, there stems Trinkaus' effort to stress through-

out (even in the case of Valla) the Christian element in Humanism, and Humanism's in-

debtedness to the theology of Latin and Greek Patristics; from Burckhardt, the emphasis

on the secular triumphs of mankind and the great affirmative extolment of individualism.

"What Burckhardt found, and emphasized as the central feature of this period, drawing

on the secular literature and the chronicles, found its interpretation ... in the writings of

the Humanists, not as an arrogant and fearful defiance of a divine fiat of passivity and

humility, but as the rightful execution of the task which had been vested in Man by his

Creator" (Foreword, p. xxii).

In reference to the recent important researches of Frances Yates and D. P. Walker in the

magical and hermetic elements in Florentine Neoplatonism, Trinkaus claims (and here is a

further element of novelty in his studies) that his conclusions offer "an extension back-

ward in time, and a correction in historical perspective," to the views of both Mrs. Yates

and Professor Walker. Trinkaus emphasises that "the Humanists sought in the para-Chris-

tian Neoplatonic traditions a support for their views, deriving inspiration from the theur-

gic impulses of late antiquity; but he underlines that the influence of the Asclepius was an

early one, prior in time to Renaissance Platonism. Hermetic elements, Trinkhaus says, are

present in many medieval texts, and the Humanists found ample precedents in the writings
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of Lactantius, Augustine, Cicero, and miscellaneous medieval texts, to justify their views"

{Foreword, p.xxiv).

An original section of Trinkaus' work is that in which he demonstrates the links that ex-

ist between the theologia poetica and the theologia platonica, thus highlighting a less ex-

plored connection between Humanism and Platonism (II, Chap. XV). The section on Gio-

vanni Caldiera's Concordantia is, to my knowledge, entirely new in the Humanism scholar-

ship of today. Trinkaus examines theologia poetica in Petrarch, Boccaccio, Salutati, Cal-

diera, and the transformation, in Landino, from Theologia poetica into Theologia platonica.

This chapter is thickly studded with suggestions (I may incidentally mention the fact that

the figure of the poeta teologo has also, but more superficially, been investigated by E. R.

Curtius; the readers of Vico's Scienza Nuova will find it there, too). Another feature of

novelty in Trinkaus is his Chapter XII, Vol. II, dealing with Italian Humanism and the Scrip-

tures (p. 563 ff).

Two passages seem to me most important so as to warrant quotation in their entirety. In

the first, Trinkaus draws a fully reasoned out distinction between the concept of Humanitas

and Conditio hominis.

Whereas the notion oi Humanitas and conditio hominis do seem to be linked in their [i.e.,

the Humanists'] minds, the ideas are parallel and not identical ones. They derived, as the

Humanists were aware, from two quite different myths of the origin of human civilisation:

the classical one, foreshadowed in Plato's Protagoras, and re-echoed in Cicero's De inven-

tione, which found the learned disciplines the instruments through which human civilisa-

tion was wrought; the Christian Genesis story of the creation of man on the sixth day in

the image and likeness of God, of man's lapse into misery, and his regeneration through

the Incarnation into a new potentiality of divinity.

Professor Trinkaus subjoins: "a study of their interrelation ... is essential to an understand-

ing of the Renaissance conception of man" (I, 321).

In the second passage, Trinkaus uncovers the source of much of the confusion and con-

troversy which prevail concerning the Renaissance.

From a religious point of view - modern Protestant or Catholic - the Humanists and Pla-

tonists went much too far in secularizing, classicizing, stressing the oneness of spirit of

the Christian traditions and revelation with the pagan and secular tradition and ideas.

From the non-religious, or even anti-clerical and anti-religious point of view, which has

been fairly endemic among modern historians, the Humanists obviously did not go far

enough in rejecting the peculiarly and traditionally Christian and revelational .... Renais-

sance thinkers, and particularly Humanists and Platonists, predominantly stressed the

accommodation of the traditions. The succeeding world of Reformation and Counter-

Reformation and the triumph of secularization tended more to stress the separateness

and uniqueness of the traditions, wanting any kind of universality to be strictly in their

own terms, completely Catholic, completely Evangelical, completely secular. This was

not the Renaissance outlook, which sought unity within plurality" (II, 764).

Eminently fair and objective are the remarks of Trinkaus on the specific influence ex-

erted by the Humanistic movement on subsequent religious developments, both Protestant

and Catholic (II, 765-765). The "lead" which he throws out to future researchers concerning
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the relationships between Humanists and the clergy in the history of the Conciliar move-

ment and of its ineffectiveness should be followed up, and would undoubtedly yield a

scholarly harvest of value (ii, 764).

Clinching a point which may seem obvious but still needs reiteration, is Trinkaus' state-

ment that "none of these men [the Humanists] were reformers in the sense of Protestant

reformers. The Humanists represent a certain ideal of human life within a Christian frame-

work in the age of the Renaissance ... they were not Reformers, nor even pre-Reformers;

nor did they succeed in changing the course of events in the history of religion.... If it was

not to be their destiny to shape the major events of European history, they nevertheless

did contribute markedly," Trinkaus feels, "to a new view of human nature and to a new

attitude towards man's place in the world" (II, 766).

The scrupulous attention with which Professor Trinkaus has scrutinized his materials re-

sults in the disclosure of the importance of some hitherto little-known figures: Fra Antonio

da Barga, Benedetto Morandi, Giovanni Garzoni, Aurelio Brandolini {see I, 200-321). The

reader may wonder why Pomponazzi is included among the Humanists, except as a "foil,"

and why there is not mention, instead, of a personality very close, in his irenic, universalis-

tic outlook to Pico: I am referring to Steuco Eugubino. But let not this minor stricture

spoil or diminish the admiration which the work of Charles Trinkaus, by its stupendous

scholarship, by its formulation of original viewpoints, by its always cogently persuasive

lines of argument, so abundantly and richly deserves.

ELIO GIANTURCO, Washington, DC.

Alfonz Lengyel, The Quattrocento: a Study of the Principles of Art and a Chronological

Biography of the Italian 1400s. Dubuque (Iowa): Kendall-Hunt Publishing Company,

1971. Pp. xii, 208.

Any teacher of Renaissance art must welcome the publication of a brief and inexpensive

handbook that presents students with the necessary facts for a serious study of Renais-

sance art. The book under review would seem, at first sight, to satisfy just that description.

Its purpose, to quote the introduction, is "to give the reader something which could help

him in understanding the principles of 15th century art in Italy, rather than a pictorial ac-

count of the Quattrocento." The volume is divided into two main sections. The first con-

tains a series of eight brief essays on aspects of art and culture, 'The Rediscovery of Man,'

' Light and Shade'; the second, biographies of artists with a list of the most important works

that they produced. The Appendix contains lists of Popes, the ruling families of Italy and a

selection of fifteenth century treatises and literary compositions.

From this description the book would seem to answer itself to the problem. But unfor-

tunately, the material included in each of these sections is poorly written, poorly presented

and, on occasion, poorly thought out. The essays are so brief as to be unhelpful and so

badly written as to confuse; an example, from the chapter entitled 'The Rediscovery of

Man,' "Aided by Greek philosophy, the recognition of man was already practiced in Gre-

cian art." The biographies of the artists suffer from the same faults; for example, the entry

on Ercole de' Roberti, "Roberti was an eclectic painter who was mainly active in Ferrara
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where he was a pupil of Cosimo Tura. From Donatello's sculpture and through the Padua

School and to Flemish art, one can find the various influences in his work." The list of

completed works could, conceivably, be of value, as could the bibliographies that follow

each entry; but the bibliographies contain entries to works in all languages - and it is surely

unreasonable to expect undergraduates to take on the thoughts and language of, for ex-

ample, W. von Seidlitz - and the chronological lists give the appearance of being so arbi-

trary and unreliable that any student of intelligence would feel as uncertain about them as

he would about the essays and biographical entries. To conclude this unfortunate state of

affairs, Dr. Lengyel has been badly served by his proof-readers, for the work is spattered

with misprints, minor ones it is true, but ones that confirm the general impression one re-

ceives that this book was hastily conceived and hastily put together.

D.J.D.CAST, Yale University

Andrew C. Minor and Bonner Mitchell. A Renaissance Entertainment: Festivities for the

Marriage of Cosimo 1, Duke of Florence, in 1539. Columbia: University of Missouri Press,

1968. Pp. X, 373. $9.00.

The grand princely festivals of the Renaissance, long neglected, have recently attracted the

attention of scholars in various fields; with this edition of a descriptive account of the wed-

ding festivities of 15 39, and the literary and musical pieces composed for it, Professors

Minor and Mitchell have made available in English translation a document of great impor-

tance in the history of the Renaissance festivals.

The description of the festival written by Pier Francesco GiambuUari is one of the most

detailed and interesting of the century. The authors have translated GiambuUari's entire

text, with its wealth of detail, including the poetry of Giovambattista Gelli, a comedy writ-

ten for the occasion by Antonio Landi, and the intermedii of Giovan Battista Strozzi. It is

the presentation of this material which is most interesting; each poetical and musical text

is given in the order of its original presentation and preceded by GiambuUari's discussion

of costumes and staging. GiambuUari's text also includes lengthy descriptions of the arrival

of Eleonora, the decorations constructed for the entry into Florence and the banquet pre-

sented in honour of the couple.

GiambuUari's account provides an extraordinarily clear idea of the festival, in its whole

context. But whereas the book may prove to be of least interest to the art historian, as no

works of art from the festival have survived, it should prove to be of special interest to the

musicologist, because it is the first wedding festival for which the music has survived. All

of the pieces (many of them composed by Francesco Corteccia) have been transcribed into

modern notation; indeed, one of the initial purposes of the book was to make the music

available for present-day performance. This purpose alone would justify publication, for

these motets and madrigals are pieces of great charm and beauty.

The text and music are preceded by a commentary containing background information

in political, literary, musical and art history, which will help to situate the general reader.

Professors Minor and Mitchell have rendered a useful service to students of the Renaissance

in presenting these documents in an interdisciplinary context, which will be of interest to

the generalist and the specialist alike.

SUSANNA N. PETERS, Rutgers University
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Arthur C. Kirsch. Jacobean Dramatic Perspectives. Charlottesville: The University Press

of Virginia, 1972. Pp. xii, 134. $7.50.

At the beginning of this stimulating and often incisive study, Arthur C. Kirsch observes

that our understanding of Jacobean drama can be much enhanced if its critics remember

that it is not just a re-run of Elizabethan drama. Jacobean drama has its own distinctive

attributes, Kirsch rightly emphasizes, and Jacobean Dramatic Perspectives attempts to illu-

minate a wide range of Jacobean plays by tracing the effects of some of these unique

attributes. Three interrelated phenomena in particular are seen as having a profound

shaping influence on the form of the drama: the growth of Fletcherian tragicomedy, the

earlier vogue for satiric drama, and the sociological factor that reinforced both of these

generic developments, the rise of the coterie theatre. Kirsch argues that all three pheno-

mena contributed to a highly self-conscious dramaturgy in which plot, style, and actors

(all boys, in the early years of the coterie theatres) called attention to themselves and to

the playwright's manipulative skill. Chapter One ingeniously brings together Guarini(who

"baptized Renaissance tragicomedy if he did not actually create it") and Jonson (founder

of satirical comedy), two opposite but complementary sources of the new dramaturgy;

the chapter explores quite perceptively the self-conscious theatricalism on which The

Pastor Fido and Jonson's humours plays turn such different variations. Later chapters

show both strains interacting in the works of Marston, Beaumont and Fletcher, Shakes-

peare (who is seen as fusing the strains uneasily in All's Well and later triumphantly in

Cymbeline), and Middleton. Finally, chapters on Webster and Ford work mainly to probe

the limitations of the new dramaturgy: The White Devil and The Broken Heart are inter-

preted as aesthetically chaotic plays that have lost their integrity in a maze of posturings;

art's mirror has been overwhelmed by its cumbersome frame.

In addition to the three theatrical phenomena mentioned in Kirsch's Introduction, one

further "perspective" emerges in the course of his study. With it come problems, for this

reviewer at least, that qualify the book's usefulness. The Conclusion gives an abstract of

this last perspective. Essentially, Kirsch asserts, Elizabethan drama is "informed by a

Boethian conception of Fate and Providence, the former an understanding of human

events having discernible causes and effects in time, the latter an heavenly or supernatural

disposition of events which exists outside time in an eternal present." This conception,

which sustains and unifies the structure of Elizabethan plays, disappears in Jacobean

drama, and the typical Jacobean play quite literally falls apart. For confirmation, Kirsch

turns to Coleridge's contrasting descriptions of Beaumont and Fletcher's plays as "mere

aggregations without unity," and of Shakespearean drama as possessing "a keynote which

guides and controls the harmonies throughout." Kirsch's theory is an intriguing one, but

he never really argues it: it achieves full statement only in his Conclusion, and before then

it acts only as a consistent bias in his evaluations. Thus, Middleton is seen as conquering

what we may term - with apologies to Robert Ornstein - the Amoral Myopia of Jacobean

Drama by turning to the morality play for a structure that fits theatrical intrigue into a

process of moral definition, so that "a perfect symmetry governs Middleton's better plays";

while Beaumont and Fletcher succumb in their tragicomedies to a stress upon artifice for

its own sake, only redeeming themselves in their comedies, which are "less guilty of trifling

with ideas." But surely when a critic finds himself valuing The Wild Goose Chase over The
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Maid's Tragedy or Pbilaster, it is time for him to question his own assumptions.

The primary assumption behind Kirsch's theory about "providential" unity is the idea

that a play cannot be good if its merits are "merely" theatrical; it must also present a

morally coherent picture of the real world. Plays that present such pictures (Shakespeare's,

Middleton's, Jonson's) receive Kirsch's approval, and are treated to some extremely penetra-

ting critical discussion - indeed, the chapter on Middleton stands along with Richard Levin's

essays in The Multiple Plot as the most illuminating criticism we have on that playwright.

But when a play fails this arbitrary test. Kirsch subjects it to lamentably reductive analysis,

and misses the valuable theatrical experiences that it does offer us; this is especially true of

his chapters on Marston and Ford. Perhaps critics should simply stay away from works that

they dislike.

One final note. Good as this book is at its best, it would be even better if Kirsch argued

his points for what they are worth. This reviewer found many of his views quite tantalizing,

and longed to be persuaded or given more solid evidence, but found only hints and guesses.

As Martin Price wrote of Kirsch's earlier work {Dryden's Heroic Drama, 1965), "This book

contains so much that is excellent one could only wish it more comprehensive." We should

demand a sequel.

JOHN REIBETANZ, University of Toronto

Ruth H. Blackburn. Biblical Drama Under The Tudors. The Hague and Paris: Mouton,

1971. Pp. 208. $11.

This critical survey discusses the "phases of development through which the Biblical drama

passed," and its relationship to Reformation controversy (7), in terms of some twenty-two

English, Latin, Greek and German play-texts from about 1525 to 1620, all written, acted

or published in England. Blackburn argues that this drama, mainly Protestant in treatment,

though often medieval in theme, exchanges its original New Testament, anti-Catholic sub-

jects for Old Testament moral proof-texts in the Elizabethan period, and later declines al-

together, possibly because of Puritan anti-theatre sentiment. Chapters treat John Bale's

works. Godly Queen Hester, the humanist drama of Thomas Watson, Nicholas Grimald,

John Christopherson and John Foxe, seven pre-Shakespearean plays including Jaco^ and

Esau, VJager's Marie Magdalene and Garter's Susanna, and four late pieces, the Lodge-Greene

Looking Glass, Peek's David and Bethsaba, and the Esther and Prodigal Son plays from the

1620 German anthology.

In itself this miscellany of diverse traditions, periods, languages and dramatic auspices

lacks continuity, and the volume's non-definition of what constitutes a Tudor Biblical play

confuses the subject still more. Though amplified, revised and acted well into Elizabeth's

reign, the Corpus Christi cycles receive skimpy treatment, mainly in a background chapter

that notes, for example, their "little attempt at local color or historical objectivity," "naive

literalism" and "peculiar charm of unaffected devotion" (17-18). The Digby Conversion of

St. Paul and Mary Magdalene (limits ca. 1480-1520) are unaccountably neglected, though

the latter's relationship to Grimald's and Wager's plays seems relevant here. Instead, the

volume begins incongruously with Bale's Three Laws, a morality play without Biblical plot.

Later, King Darius, two-thirds of which is moral allegory, is analysed, along with the very
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fragmentary parable morality, The Cruel Debtor. Of the prodigal son drama, however, only

the German play is discussed, and little appears on its Tudor tradition in parable plays like

Acolastus (translated by Palsgrave, and acted in Latin at Cambridge), Pater, Filius et Uxor,

Lusty Juventus and so forth. Finally, the scanty early Elizabethan specimens are filled out

by two continental Latin plays ca. 1540-49, Sixt Birck's Sapientia Solomonis (adapted for

performance at Westminster in 1565-66), and Theodore ^cz2l s Abraham's Sacrifice (trans-

lated by Golding in 1577), while George Buchanan's works, partly published and perhaps

acted in England then, are left out.

The play-chapters themselves, bridged by biographical-historical information, consist of

indifferent plot analysis, often substantively incorrect quotations, value judgments, some

theme commentary and a discussion, using an 1873 English Bible, of dramatists' use of

scriptural subjects. While the volume takes a novel perspective on Tudor drama, assembles

much scattered data and studies generally unread plays, the analysis is incomplete and

undercut by factual errors. For instance, Grimald's Christus Redivivus deals with the gos-

pels' inconsistent versions of the sepulchre visit, but we are not told how, and in a simple

mistake, Cleophas' wife instead of himself is said to stand out in the last act (90). In King

Darius, Equity is wrongly described as a female (127-28), in Cruel Debtor a speech about

Simulation is said to concern Flattery (129), a.nd Jacob and Esau is termed a "theological

and moral travesty," evidently because Jacob, a "Uriah-Heepish" Joseph Surface guilty of

"deceit" in the candid birthright bargain, troubles the reader's "theological assumptions"

(150-54). Finally, this volume, though by-passing some scholarship on the plays, occa-

sionally presents already published ideas as if they were new: in the discussion of Tyndale's

influence on Bale's Three Laws (45-46), for instance, certain of T. W. Craik's identical con-

clusions in his Tudor Interlude (74) are stated but unnoted.

IAN LANCASHIRE, University of Toronto

Richard Mulcaster. Positions. Abridged and edited by Richard L. DeMolen. New York:

Teachers College Press, 1971. Pp. xii, 284. Cloth $6.95. Paperback $3.50.

One of the better series now appearing in the history of education is that issued under the

general editorship of Professor Lawrence A. Cremin of Teachers' College, Columbia Univer-

sity. While neither limited to nor even specializing in the Renaissance and Reformation,

eight of its forty-odd volumes touch directly on the period and another eight or nine, in-

directly.

Catering to a broad university market, the series includes a variety of publishing forms:

reprints of standard monographs, collections of documents, selections from authors.

Typical of one of these forms, the single treatise, is Richard L. DeMolen's edition of

Richard Mulcaster's Posfrfows. It has been abridged, losing mainly the lengthy chapters

on physical education; some of its terminology has been modernized and a twenty-three

page introduction has been added.

In the introduction we find an updated sketch of Mulcaster's life based on DeMolen's

unpublished dissertation, and a summary of the Positions. The "most prominent English

schoolmaster in the sixteenth century," best known for his long headmasterships of Mer-

chant Taylors' and St. Paul's schools, is placed in the context of the civic-oriented and
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humanist-inspired education of post-Reformation England.

Mulcaster is the champion of talent, the vernacular, the education of girls; a defender of

public schools, of conferences between teachers, parents and neighbours, of teacher train-

ing in the universities, and a host of other progressive causes.

All this is nice to read about again, but beyond that what can one say? The question

keeps recurring: is it really worthwhile to truncate a moderately sized book of interest to

a reasonably sophisticated clientele? Despite its identification with future themes in Bri-

tish education, the Positions is a treatise with values more documentary than intrinsic;

some of its basic usefulness is inevitably destroyed by even the most cautious knife. Surely,

too, a student in history or English could find his way through its Elizabethan spelling and

print, or at least he should, with a gentle shove from a learned preface to send him on his

way.

In other words, a photographic copy of the original text of the Positions with an intro-

duction would likely best serve the needs of most of its potential readers. Yet this is not

what the market gives us. Rather in one and the same year it offers us this abridgment

with an introduction, and by the hand of another publisher. Da Capo, an integral text

without one! In the reprint industry the fallout from incoordinate blasts of activity con-

tinues relatively unabated. It should begin to trouble the partisans of uncluttered academic

air.

Moreover, that integral reprinting can be done attractively and cheaply has been proven

by the Scolar Press in England. Perhaps the editor of the commendable series "Classics in

Education" would now do them one better by issuing unabridged texts of treatises such as

Mulcaster's, photomechanically reproduced, with comments of a kind which, like Mr. De-

Molen's, grace so many of its volumes.

JAMES S. HOCKLEY, The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Nathaniel Culverwell. An Elegant and Learned Discourse of the Light of Nature. Ed. Ro-

bert A. Greene and Hugh MacCallum. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1971. Pp. Ivii,

216. $10.

Greene, MacCallum and the University of Toronto Press have combined to provide a hand-

some setting for Culverwell's 157-page-copious declamation. Not only physically fine, the

book shows in its make-up thoughtful design for easy and satisfactory use. The forty-odd

pages of notes have running keys to the page-numbers of origin. Square bracketed transla-

tions appear after those of Culverwell's quotations which he himself does not translate; this

just might be supererogatory for readers with any interest in Culverwell, but better to err

on the side of communication. The notes assay at a high density of information and occa-

sional analysis. Note 64/p. 184, for example, reveals that what Culverwell has cited as "Vas-

quez" is a phrase of summary by Suarez of Vasquez on Aquinas. Similarly, his "sacred Ora-

tour" might more properly have been styled something like 'Jewish sage,' since he means

Philo, whose collocation with Chrysostom on a page of Grotius registered only approxi-

mately in Culverwell's mind (n.l6/p. 191). A note rich in scholarship suggests that a term

Culverwell misattributes to Aristotle, bv OVTcjv, represents a fusion of a Platonic term with

"the Biblical trope 'king of kings'" (n. 11/p. 179). That last invites questions as to whether
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evidence might be accumulated, evidence of creatively transforming power in Culverwell's

imagination.

Yet complaints of omission must be registered, though different readers will weigh them

very differently. If the editors are just in praising Culverwell for vigour of metaphor and

humanistic assertion (pp. xxvi, xlv, xlvi), then why not index images and topic? "Candle

of the Lord" (11 + 49 entries) is the only index item I find which is not a proper name or

title. Similarly, but more seriously, the editors restrict their expertise to somewhat intra-

mural considerations.

This second omission may not be objectionable in the notes, and does not figure in the

introductory material on biography, genealogy, or the text, perhaps not in "The Discourse ,

and the Context of Religious Controversy" (if that topic be construed narrowly). But in

the treatment of "Culverwell and Bacon," of "Voluntarism and Innate Ideas," of "the

Whichcote-Tuckney Debate," and of the generic questions in "The form and Argument of

the Discourse," one can feel - I feel - that considerable scholarly acuity has been regret-

tably parochialized. The editors do advert to recent arguments that any amalgam of volun-

tarism and natural law from immutable nature is untenable, but they do not comment on

the argument nor on the significant fact "that Suarez, Culverwell, and Locke all felt con-

strained to assert" some such compromise (xxvii).

Not that the multitudinous opportunities for critical analysis would do much for Culver-

well's attractiveness if they were seized. The editors are impeccable in what they choose

to do, and they term him "essentially a Protestant blossom on the scholastic tree" (xxiii).

"Which some call nature's bastards," one might add, after noting his way with abstraction,

with concreteness, and with personal presence.

1 suspect that the three ways are all one, are phases of some thinness or division in the

self, but I cannot define it, and the familiar distinctions have their convenience. His way

with abstractions is to treat them like spatial things, and to postulate them relentlessly like

a grandiose picket fence - a shaky one, since his conclusions are often non sequiturs and

his terms are rarely anchored to anything except other similar terms, to nothing solidly

shareable in experience outside his own psyche. This can be noted in his chapter on "The

Light of Reason" with its bootless expatiation of the scholastic hypothecation that the in-

tellect by itself is never deceived - or in any other chapter.

His metaphors, analogies, and proportions, on the other hand, have usually been curiously

abstracted from lived experience; they tend to be treated like concepts with deductive va-

lidity and certainty, their concreteness no more assimilated to the work's movement than

bells and pomegranates in the margins of a logarithm table. It is so in the "Light of Reason"

chapter with glosse, Pen, heigbtning, and reprinting. It is so in a pseudo-explanation where-

in he substitutes a question-begging image for Edward Herbert's "somewhat cloudy" and

question-begging abstraction (p. 83).

A lively passage of invective (pp. 61-63) compares not unfavourably with Milton's in

"Areopagitica" on the imprimatur. But Culverwell sports with Selden's acceptance of Jew-

ish claims to a monopoly on knowledge of the light of nature. Milton is after bigger game.

Typically, too, there is far less of Culverwell present as he dogs along with bones of argu-

ment from Suarez or Grotius or whomever. The insubstantiality of Culverwell's life-world

perhaps naturally leaves those he cites scarcely present at all, in contrast to the vigorous

alternative selves thronging major English exposition from Latimer to Milton. And (to
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paraphrase Stein) when you come to 2t.you in Culverwell there isn't any you there.

Of course we may learn things from the minor figures of an era that we might not learn

from its monuments. But will enough people wish to, to justify mobilizing a major press

and standing orders and so on? "Reason not the need," some royal old Renaissance man
may whisper. But surely in a time of thinning academic resources (and trees) it is no de-

rogation of the editors' good work to suggest that the proper medium for the likes of Cul-

verwell is microfiche, copies on demand.

GALE H. CARRITHERS, JR., State University, Buffalo

K. W. Grandsen, ed, Tudor Verse Satire. London, University of London: The Athlone

Press, 1970. Pp.vi, 182. 18s

If the proof of the pudding is in the eating, one might indeed say that Mr. Grandsen's selec-

tions of verse satire and his introduction are a strong aperitif and appetite-builder, and not

without the wherewithal to satisfy much of the hunger so induced. For this reviewer the

writing of the review has been a process much longer than it might have been if there had

been fewer enticements to ponder some of the introduction's insights and perceptions, and

less interest aroused to reread the selections and even some of the attendant bibliography.

The inclusions are good. As the commentary on the back cover attests, there are many

full length satires, and where it has been feasible to give only a partial reading, this is usually

a "substantial extract." To those teaching a course in Renaissance satire the book will be

especially welcome because of its making available the many obscure middle-to-late-century

poems heretofore so difficult to obtain in quantity: the satires of Lodge, Guilpin, Rowlands,

Weever, and Breton. One always cries for more, of course, and this reader would have liked

to see also some "substantial extracts" from Heywood's "Spider and the Fly," from Skel-

ton's earlier poems, and William Roy's "Rede Mee and Bee not Wroth" (so readily compar-

able with Skelton's Wolsey poems). Even a little of Rankin and a touch of the tedious Hake

might have rounded out background for the greater figures - though many of these names

do appear, and with apt description, in the introduction.

If only one of Skelton's long poems against Wolsey could be accommodated in this slim

volume, Colin Clout is surely the best choice, since Speke Parrot would have required pro-

lific annotation, and Why Cam Ye Not to Court is shrill and strident. And Skelton's Colin,

moreover, is good preparative for Spenser's Colin Clout's Come Home Again, also included,

along with a goodly third of Mother Hubbard's Tale - the middle third, and so including

the eighty lines of non-satiric description of the good and "rightful courtier."

There are other couplings and interrelations: Guilpin 's Satire V from the Skialetheia is a

thin echo of Donne's First Satire (not included, but mentioned and quoted in the introduc-

tion and notes - pp. 14 and 176); and both Drant's and Ben Jonson's translations of Horace,

Satires II, i are given, as is also Wyatt's paraphrasing of II, vi. Of disparate elements in the

satires the editor is also aware. For illustration, for instance, of John Peter's distinction be-

tween complaint and satire, one is guided, on the one hand, to Skelton, Spenser and the

anonymous Cock Lorrell's Boat, and on the other, to Donne and Marston and Hall. For a

kind of satire Grandsen calls "reflective," the reader is led to Donne's and Jonson's verse

letters. These are more Horatian in tone than Juvenalian, but the editor can point to
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Donne's being sometimes imitative also of Juvenal. "Homiletic" is another classifying

word, with Piers Plowman the great ancestor of this genre, and Skelton no uncertain mem-

ber of the family.

Admirers of Donne will be glad to see his Fourth Satire given place rather than the ubiqui-

tous Third. Again, never quite satisfied, one could wish for the inclusion too of the First

and Second, since in these three Donne seems to work out a tentative philosophy for the

poet-satirist. Perhaps too one might have appreciated more lavish annotation of the Fourth

with its evidence of the poet's preoccupation with religious imagery, of his recurrent recog-

nition of some divine (but wry) manipulation of circumstance, and especially of his very

adroit and witty moulding of fatuous chatter into the pentameters that never quite fail

(Jonson to the contrary notwithstanding).

The introduction has six parts: the first (and shortest) of them speaks of satire in general

and its function and essence. Three sections follow commenting on special kinds of satire,

classical, Elizabethan, and a kind of satire common to both ages, the pastoral poem that

includes censure in its allegories. A fifth section reflects on the satirist's real self and his

assumed persona; and a final part looks at the development of satire in the seventeenth

century. I have already spoken of the editor's insights, always interesting, sometimes pene-

trating. His reflections on the poles of laughter and tears that bound the genre are an early

example of such writing; his noting of Horace's "establishing the metropolitan nature of

satire," of Skelton's involvement with his subject matter and his readers, of Wyatt's present-

ing a new idea of what a verse satire should be - all of these and many other passages make

the introduction well worth reading.

There is a concise bibliography, general in its nature, though it does include sub-headings;

more particularized listings are given in the notes; they are adequate and up-to-date. There

is no index: it is hardly necessary, for the Table of Contents supplies a guide to the verses,

the notes, grouped under poem number and page number are easy to find and follow, and

the introduction numbers only 32 pages. The very short preface (pp. i-vi) tells the reader

that the volume is intended to "fill a gap in the library of the student (and general reader)

of Tudor poetry ...." It does just that.

SISTER GERALDINE THOMPSON, University of Toronto
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